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In a little over a year new digital strategies 
and tools have been developed and  
tested in 35 countries, training 58,000 
participants, working with partners  
in universities, civil society organisations, 
government departments, schools, arts 
organisations and social enterprises.
From working in low connectivity areas  
to high bandwidth neighbourhoods, a wide 
range of innovative solutions have been 
explored – and much of the learning is 
captured here.

Context
At the heart of Active Citizens is the assumption that 
we live in an increasingly connected world. Over the  
last few decades, the technological revolution has 
arguably become the biggest driver of our new  
sense of inter-connectedness.
Mobile phones, the internet and high-powered 
computers are stimulating new relationships, 
conversations and ideas. At the same time, they have 
reinforced existing inequalities and created a world 
where small changes can ripple at high speed, 
affecting other people thousands of miles away.
A connected world is full of possibilities and filled 
with uncertainty. So how should we respond?
No two communities are the same, no two facilitators 
are the same, and the issues and opportunities  
we face are constantly changing. With this in mind, 
Active Citizens is designed to be flexible.
Adapting Active Citizens in response to the needs  
and interests of the communities you are working with 
is key to delivering a successful and inclusive process. 
Start by understanding your purpose, the Active 
Citizens process and the people you’ll be working  
with. Let’s understand and plan safe and inclusive  
digital workshops.

The spread of COVID-19 
throughout the world 
accelerated the need to 
design more flexible ways 
of delivering the Active 
Citizens methodology.

Facilitators, British Council 
staff and the global 
Active Citizens team have 
responded by designing  
a myriad of new strategies 
and tools for working 
digitally and at distance. 
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Section 1
Introduction
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1.1
What is Active Citizens?
Active Citizens is a flexible training 
methodology that equips people with  
the skills, tools and networks to tackle  
local and global challenges whilst building  
a more open and inclusive world.*
When we adapt Active Citizens for digital it’s  
important to remain true to the core elements  
of the methodology because across distance  
and diversity it’s what connects us. Here’s a quick 
reminder of some of the things that make  
Active Citizens unique:

The vision and journey
All Active Citizens, from facilitators to local participants, 
follow a powerful learning journey known as the  
river. This process inspires them to engage peacefully 
with others in the sustainable development of  
their communities.

Social action
Learning is accompanied by action. Communities take 
part both as social actors and as beneficiaries. Ideas 
are tested and sometimes scaled. Insights into what 
works and what doesn’t are shared within the network.

Principles
Equality, diversity and inclusion guides strategic 
decisions at every level of the programme.

Quality assured
All countries and partners work within global  
and national quality assurance and monitoring  
and evaluation frameworks.

Theory of change
Active Citizens Theory of change (ToC) envisions  
impact for individuals, partners and communities.  
The ToC encourages a flexible response to local  
needs whilst addressing big global issues.

Local to global
Relationships and partnerships are established and 
strengthened locally and globally. These relationships 
support change on complex and challenging issues.

© British Council

So whilst adapting for digital is an invitation to be creative 
and flexible it’s also important to ask: does this strategy 
deliver the core elements of Active Citizens?
*For a brief introduction to Active Citizens  
click here to watch the animation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=kiZNO_Lca8k
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1.2
Why digital?
Having a clear sense of ‘why’ is a great 
place to start. A digital or distance 
approach will never completely replace 
face-to-face but, as our case studies show, 
digital technology can help to build trust 
and enable positive change.
Opportunities
• Improved accessibility: especially where there  

are obstacles to meeting face-to-face.
• Reduced cost: using online tools is bringing meeting 

costs down.
• Greater numbers: online workshops are reaching 

larger audiences. Online advocacy is mobilising more 
people and resources.

• Local to global relationships: through multi-national 
events, global campaigns and social media platforms 
Active Citizens have built trust and collaborated 
across borders, creating local to global networks.

• A greener alternative: digital reduces the need  
to travel, and minimises the use of paper and pens.

• Participant-led: instant messaging apps are 
supporting groups to sustain communication without 
direct management by facilitators.

• More data: digital tools are reducing the time and 
resources needed to gather information from 
participants and their communities. This information 
has been vital for decision- making and advocacy.

• Better project management: easy to use apps  
are enabling transparency and efficiency.

• Digital literacy: participants are gaining skills  
to participate online in a safe and effective way.

• Creativity and quality: a vast range of apps can 
empower facilitators and participants to produce 
higher quality materials and designs to enhance  
the quality of their workshop delivery and social 
action projects.

At the same time, we also need to acknowledge that 
there are risks. Using digital tools can undermine  
trust, increase inequality and leave participants and 
communities feeling overwhelmed (see section  
2.3 Opportunities and risks).

© Light to Life  
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1.3 
Terminology
Working with digital tools  
brings a whole new language
Digital Together

Digital Whenever  

Digital Forever

Facilitators can blend three types of activity according 
to the needs of their participants, including Digital 
Together (sometimes described as ‘synchronous’) 
activities, where people come together to participate 
online at the same time i.e video calls or virtual 
whiteboards, Digital Whenever (sometimes described 
as ‘asynchronous’) activities, where people participate 
in the same activity online in their own time  
i.e. ‘sometime over the next two days please record  
a voice note on WhatsApp about…’, and Digital  
Forever a hub of pre-made links and resources  
to deepen learning.

Devices
Mechanical or electronic equipment. Examples  
include: mobile phones, tablets, laptops.

Applications or ‘apps’
‘Apps’ refers to programs that can run on your  
devices. We can use ‘apps’ to do many things  
including instant messaging, video calls and  
online banking i.e WhatsApp, Zoom, Google Maps.

Mobile chat apps
A type of app, often used on phones but also  
on laptops and computers which allows users  
to send text messages to each other. Examples  
include WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Signal.

Video call apps
Apps which allow for large-scale video calls. 
Conferences and workshops often use these apps  
as they can accommodate large groups of participants 
(regularly over 30 people and sometimes into the 
hundreds). Examples include Zoom, Teams, Google 
Hangouts, Bluejeans.

Collaboration apps
Apps which enable users to work together, at the  
same time, or at different times work to complete  
a task. This could include designing a project plan, 
carrying out a brainstorm, creating a piece of music,  
or writing a report. Examples include: Slack,  
Trello, Padlet, Mural, GoogleDocs.

Social media
Websites and apps in which users create  
and share content, chat and network.

Digital literacy
The ability to effectively and appropriately  
use digital devices and apps.

Connectivity and bandwidth
Connectivity is another way of saying ‘connection  
to the internet’, bandwidth is the strength of that 
connection i.e. good connectivity and high bandwidth 
means your internet is reliable and fast.

Distance learning
Where there is unreliable internet connection and  
low digital literacy skills, distance learning could  
be the most effective way of working. This means  
avoiding using digital devices and apps to focus  
instead on other (often more traditional) modes  
of communication such as radio, television  
and the postal service.
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Section 2
Preparing your 
workshop
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New to digital

Simple accessible 
apps (mobile 
friendly)

Very digitally 
literate

Very low 
connectivity  
& access to devices

Digital Whenever 
(whenever you have 
time / internet)

Longer  
time-scale 

Smaller group 

Distance learning

Very good 
connectivity & 

access to devices

High function apps 
(video and 

collaboration)

Digital Together 
(online at the same 

time)

Shorter  
time-scale 

Larger group 
possible 

Digital

Participants
Based on your needs analysis where do you feel the participants sit on these continuums?

Strategy
Now choose your strategy

2.1
Plan your digital workshop
After you’ve understood your purpose and the core elements of Active  
Citizens, it’s the needs of the participants that will guide your strategy.

Tip: If the participants are new to digital or have low connectivity or access to devices 
you may want to lean towards the options on the left hand side and vice versa.
See the following page for more information.
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2.2
Decisions, decisions…
It’s decision time and there are lots  
of different paths. Think of the below  
as a compass and remember…  
there is no map!
To support your decision-making here’s some insights 
we’ve gathered through piloting different approaches 
around the world. Remember to hold this guidance 
lightly – ultimately there is no right way, it all depends  
on what works for you and your participants.
If you are working with participants in low connectivity 
settings, you will probably choose a strategy which  
falls on the left hand side of the strategy  
continuums on page 11. 

This includes:
1) a few simple mobile phone apps, and more  
 ‘digital whenever’ tasks in which participants   
 complete activities in their own time, for example  
 whenever they have an internet connection.
2) A longer timescale over which participants  
 can complete activities whenever they have  
 a connection. Although, if participants can arrange  
 to be in a location with good connectivity a short  
 timescale can also work well.
3) Smaller groups sizes are preferable as you may  
 need to provide personalised telephone support.
4) blend digital with face-to-face meet-ups or deliver  
 the programme through non-digital distance   
 learning tools such as work books, phone calls, 
 radio or television shows.
With high connectivity settings you may choose  
the options presented on the right hand side of the 
strategy continuums on page 11 i.e. high function 
apps, digital together, shorter timescales and  
larger groups. 

At a glance our digital delivery compass could looks something like this:

Digital
Distance learning
i.e radio and post

Ti
m

ef
ra

m
e

Connectivity

Lo
ng

Sh
or

t

Low High

Micro podcasts  
and posters

Digital with  
face-to-face

Interactive games*

Collaboration apps

Online courses  

Digital

Mobile chat
apps

Whenever

Together

Virtual worlds*

Video call apps

*see the section ‘Apps for everything’
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2.3
Opportunities and risks
Weighing up the opportunities and risks of different options is key to ensuring  
the programme is appropriate and inclusive for the group you are working with. 
None of these choices are exclusive and you’ll often want to use a mix.
Let’s take a closer look at three key areas.

Simple apps
✓			Mobile phone messaging apps are popular  

around the world and some participants  
may already be using them.

✓			Participants are less likely to be distracted  
or overwhelmed by the tools. 

✗		Limited functionality means it can be  
difficult to encourage sharing and build  
trust amongst participants.

High function apps
✓			Efficient, attractive and generate excitement  

in the workshop.
✓			You can collaborate in ways that mimics  

face-to-face meetings.
✗		Requires more guidance, and can be  

overwhelming, leading to the exclusion  
of those who are less digitally literate.

Longer time
✓		Time to include Digital Whenever tasks  

and practise the learning at home. 
✗		The energy and momentum disappears.  

The trust-building and social action  
process is too slow and fragmented.

Shorter time
✓			Easier to communicate the time required  

and manage participant involvement. 
✓			Easier to maintain high energy and go deeper 

quickly.
✗		Digital fatigue. 
✗	No space for Digital Whenever activities.

Digital Whenever
✓			Allows participants to self-organise,  

completing and uploading their task when  
they have the time / internet connection.  
This is easily sustained post-workshop.

✓			Can allow participants to go deeper,  
spending more time carrying out  
activities in their communities than online.

✗		Participants can become distracted  
or de-motivated and fail to complete  
an activity. Requires very clear instructions.

Digital Together
✓		Participants can reflect, ask questions and  

share and learn in real-time, making it easier  
to build trust and understanding.

✓	Easier for facilitators to oversee and  
 encourage participation.
✗		Requires higher bandwidth and a more  

reliable internet connection. Time can  
be lost as participants and facilitators ‘freeze’. 

✗	Relies on strong technical support. 

Versus
Versus

Versus
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2.4
What are the participants’ needs?
Before designing your strategy find out 
whether your participants are digitally 
literate and whether they have technology 
and good connectivity.
You can start by carrying out a broad research into  
the community you’re working with. Once you’ve 
identified your participants, you can carry out a digital 
needs assessment. Ideally this would take place  
at least 4 weeks before the start of your workshop  
to give you time to plan accordingly.
Your needs assessment should be simple and  
clear. Also bear in mind that you may need to provide  
a technology and data grant to enable some 
participants to attend. With this in mind consider taking 
the needs assessment offline in the first instance.
 

At the time of writing almost 
forty percent of the world’s 
population is not online. 
According to research, 
many people do not use  
the internet due to expense, 
difficulty, and a perceived 
“lack of interest”, all of 
which has major social and 
economic consequences.

In a report by Capgemini 
Research Institute, in the  
six countries analysed* 56% 
of 22 to 36 year olds who 
are currently offline identify 
the cost of devices as the 
principal reason they have 
never used the internet, 
whilst 40% say it’s because 
the subscription costs
or data costs are
too expensive.**

*India, UK, USA, France, Sweden and Germany
**The Great Digital Divide Study: Why bringing the digitally excluded 
online should be a global priority (Capgemini Research Institute, 
2020) and UNESCO Institute for Statistics database (2020)

© British Council
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These quotes are courtesy of: Young People, Skills & Leadership Development in a Digital  
Age: A Summary of Key Insights & Recommendations from Primary & Secondary Research,  
Kristin Hickey, Sue Frost & Stacey Ng for the British Council, 2021. 

“The most common frustration is the 
internet connectivity. I think in this era at 
least students should have access to free 
Wi-Fi and all the institutions or libraries 
should have free wifi. They should work on 
creating software or apps that are relevant 
to what students need or at least for me  
I don’t like to click on 10 different links  
just to open one zoom meeting.”
University student, Pakistan

“There is no guidance, training or efforts 
made from the community or government 
for the marginalized and people like me. 
Paralyzed, mentally disabled, physically 
disabled, we have to find our ways to learn 
and earn for ourselves – no one helps.”
Physically disabled women, Egypt

“Also one of the biggest barriers is the  
lack of awareness of people to use digital 
technologies. I think everybody should 
know how to use certain apps and the 
creator of these apps should keep in mind 
that they are user friendly and not only 
available in English.”
Rural, non-English speaker, Pakistan

“In remote communities, men may  
have phones, but they rarely will let 
their wives have them, as mobile  
phones are associated with infidelity.”
Young expert, Nigeria
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What to include in your Digital Needs Assessment
Ask any question that you think will be useful to know the answer to.  
This may include some of the following.

• Do you currently have a device which can connect to the internet? 
• What devices will you be using to join the training? (laptop, phone etc.) 
• How good is your internet connection?
• Do you have any experience with online learning and collaboration  
 (for example webinars or online workshops)?
• Do you use any of the following online tools… (then list the apps you plan on using)
• The time commitment for this workshop will be XX, please confirm you are  
 able to commit to participating fully for the duration of this workshop. 
• Are there any other requirements (such as regular breaks, more time  
 or support you might require when using technology, etc.) that would enhance  
 your experience as a participant in this event?
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2.5
Inspirations from around the world
In response to disruptions caused by COVID-19 pandemic, ministries, educational 
institutions and NGOs all over the world quickly innovated their approach  
to delivering educational programmes. Here are some inspiring examples from  
across the spectrum of high connectivity to low connectivity, and long and short 
timeframes from within the Active Citizens network.

Ukraine
Active Citizens partner 

organisations collaborated  
to develop an online course 

which builds skills for social action. 
Read the full case study  

on page 27United Kingdom 
With community members feeling 

increasingly isolated due to  
COVID-19 one Active Citizens 

partner adapted the methodology  
to build digital literacy.  

Read the full case study  
on page 38

Uganda
Using a combination of digital,  

radio and face-to-face to  
build the skills of young people  

from marginalised neighbourhoods  
in Kampala. 

Read the full case study  
on page 50

Venezuela
Organisations from Venezuela and 

the UK partnered to deliver a highly 
creative, low-connectivity online 

workshop with music artists  
in Caracas. 

Watch the full case study  
on page 53

Syria
Working with power failures 

and unstable internet 
connections facilitators blended 

face-to-face with digital. 
Read the full case study  

on page 20

Colombia
Active Citizens was delivered 
digitally in post-conflict areas 

with low connectivity and  
low digital literacy. 

Read the full case study  
on page 18

Vietnam
Fifteen universities with good 

connectivity rapidly adapted their 
delivery of Active Citizens Social 

Enterprise for digital. 
Read the full case  
study on page 19
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Case study: Colombia
Low connectivity

“ We had our plans, 
and then in week two  
or three we adapted.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator 

Overall highlight
Facilitators set ‘Digital Whenever’ tasks through 2-minute podcast-style WhatsApp voice notes. Over the 
following week participants posted their responses and these were collated shared via a link to Padlet.

Is it possible to deliver Active Citizens without face-to-face meetings  
when your participant live in rural areas with low levels of connectivity  
and low digital literacy?
That’s the challenge that faced facilitators and managers in Colombia as they delivered the programme  
‘Active Citizens – Community Actions Focused on Gender and Women’s Rights’ in 16 diverse territories 
across the country. Yet after three months of delivery 98% of participants were still engaged and there  
was a high level of overall satisfaction.

What worked
• A shared culture of ‘test, learn and adapt’ was key in enabling the project to adapt in response  

to challenges. Facilitators shared ideas and insights in learning bubbles.
• Facilitators adapted content and timescales for each local context using a range of delivery 

strategies depending on connectivity i.e., whilst some relied on video calls others used mini  
podcasts, and bite-sized audio-visual files sent via WhatsApp.

• Locally based ‘dynamic women’ and local partner representatives proved key in supporting  
logistics and bridging the long-distance communication gap.

• Learning kits, which included one tablet for each participant, enhanced access and the quality  
of learning and helped to sustain motivation amongst participants.

• One-to-one accompaniment via telephone as well as separating the group into smaller bubbles 
enabled some facilitators to offer close pastoral support to the participants.

• Participants improvised local outdoor meetings; these self-organised meet-ups helped  
to build trust and understanding despite local histories of tension and conflict.

Lessons learnt
• The overall timeframe was too short which undermined the social action phase.
• There was too much emphasis on achieving hard ‘learning outcomes’ at the start of the workshops,  

more time and emphasis on building trust online was desirable.
• Facilitators had to learn on the go without guidance on working with low connectivity.
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Case study: Vietnam
Connected universities

“ There is still so much to explore 
about working digitally, we need 
to continue developing, trying 
out and discovering new things.” 
Active Citizens Facilitator 

Overall highlight
• Students loved exploring new ways of working and collaborating using online tools.

What’s it like adapting for digital in good connectivity settings?  
Working alongside Vietnam’s Ministry of Education and Training, fifteen 
universities successfully delivered the Active Citizens Social Enterprise 
programme through a mixture of digital and face-to-face.
Due to the restrictions caused by COVID-19, university partners and facilitators were obliged to rapidly  
adapt their approach, they did so by encompassing both digital and small group sessions involving  
face-to-face activities.
Given the good-connectivity university setting, it was possible to facilitate the Active Citizens learning 
journey by making small tweaks to existing toolkit activities. Some facilitators even went as far as utilising 
high specification apps like ‘Gather’ that mimic interaction in face-to-face workshop settings through 
allowing participants to independently move around virtual spaces, speaking to anyone in close proximity.

What worked
• Researching apps is time-consuming but necessary. In high connectivity settings there are  

a multitude of apps and opportunities which can enhance the experience of participants. Deciding  
on which tools to use can take a long time but it’s important for achieving the outcomes.

• Allow time for feedback after each session the lack of eye-contact and non-verbal cues makes  
it difficult to understand how the group are feeling. Provide ‘sense-checking’ spaces for participants  
to share their feelings and make suggestions.

• Harvesting content is the strength of digital delivery because apps allow you to save the notes 
produced during the sessions. This helps the group and facilitators to learn from and build on what  
has come before.

• Additional facilitators offered support when technical issues arose and accompanies participants  
in break-out rooms where sensitive subjects are being addressed.

• Keep it short. Sessions were less than three hours to keep motivation and attention high.

Lessons learnt
• Even in high connectivity settings technical disruptions were still common.

© British Council
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Case study: Syria
Digital with face-to-face

“ In places where physical 
interaction is limited due  
to conflict and insecurity,  
we can still create safe spaces  
to empower people through 
Active Citizens.”  
Active Citizens Programme Manager,  
British Council, Syria 

Overall highlight
The blended approach really works in fragile contexts, where face-to-face contact  
is still crucial for building trust.

Simultaneously blending digital and face-to-face workshops in Syria, 
Active Citizens facilitators discovered new ways of working in the face  
of power failures and unstable internet connections.
In the ten years since the civil uprising in Syria, Active Citizens has played an important role in strengthening 
community cohesion and resilience. The programme is delivered by Mobaderoon, a network of activists  
who act as a bridge to local communities and adapt the learning journey to their needs. Faced with the 
Covid pandemic, expensive internet connections and a weak infrastructure, a blended model was piloted.
In each locality, a safe space was established for five people to gather with an Active Citizens facilitator.  
Each space had a screen to connect all localities via video, so participants could learn together. To ensure 
equal access, each participant was given an internet connection for the duration of the project, so they  
could complete virtual tasks in their own time and stay connected with other trainees.

What worked
• Blending digital and face-to-face allowed for interaction and face-to-face trust-building which  

is important in a fragile context., Participants connected locally and across localities in spite of instability, 
a weak infrastructure and the pandemic.

• Low bandwidth tools inspired participation, on-going communication and digital social action. While the 
participants had no prior experience of Active Citizens, they were highly motivated to engage with the 
learning journey, thanks to the interactive tools and focus on relevant issues, such as social  
cohesion and identity.

• Increased participation of women and improved digital literacy. There was a concern that societal 
norms and low digital literacy would hamper female participants, but the opposite was true. It’s exciting  
to know that blended approaches can build women’s capacity in tech and activism, which they  
can then cascade to their communities.

© Mobaderoon
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2.6
Digital apps for each 
stage of delivery
Opportunities for increasing reach and  
impact through using digital tools extend  
well beyond delivering the learning journey. 
Broaden your perspective to see how  
digital could be incorporated at each  
stage of delivery.

You may choose to integrate just one or  
two of the below elements into your strategy.
Introducing new technology to your delivery can  
be a slow and initially painful process but once you  
have the skills and the software it can make things  
a easier, quicker and more transparent.
Along with thinking about the ability of the  
participants to engage with digital apps you may  
want to consider how comfortable you and your  
team feel when working digitally. Technical support  
and guidance is key for achieving success,  
especially if you’re new to the technology.

PartnershipsOnline stakeholders 
consultations

Online recruitment

Online needs assessment 
and pre-workshop tasks

Phone / video app 
workshop activities

Digital project planning 
and delivery tools
Online community 

consultations and advocacy

Digital mentoring 
via phone / online

Digital monitoring and 
evaluation

Group social media / 
messaging apps

Recruitment

Evaluating impact

Local and global networks

Social action delivery

Learning journey

Stages of delivery

Digital possibilities
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Apps for everything
The world of apps is vast  
and varied. 
There is a wide range of digital 
apps available which have the 
potential to enhance your  
Active Citizens delivery strategy. 
Specialist apps and websites  
cover a multitude of tasks, some 
are free, others cost money.
Strategy design
Good for designing and explaining your overall  
delivery strategy, i.e. Changeroo, Decision  
Explorer, IdeaTree, Insightmaker. Medium  
to high bandwidth required.
Project management
Good for planning and managing the delivery  
of the programme and the delivery of Social  
Action Projects, i.e. Trello, Slack, Basecamp,  
Asana, Microsoft Project. Medium to high  
bandwidth required.
Surveys and needs assessment
Good for digital needs assessments and Social  
Action Project consultations, i.e. Surveymonkey, 
Sogosurvey, Googleforms, Surveygizmo, Videoask.  
Low to medium bandwidth required.
Mobile chat (instant messaging)
Good for delivering low connection workshop  
sessions by phone, small group work, digital whenever 
activities and sustaining communication amongst  
the group i.e. Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp,  
Viber. i.e. Low to medium bandwidth required.

Video call
Good for bringing participants together  
online at the same time (Zoom, Teams, Google 
Hangouts). If you’re feeling adventurous vdieo  
calls can also be embedded within ‘virtual worlds’  
i.e. Gather Town, Online Town and Second Life,  
High bandwidth required.
Collaboration tools
Similar to a workshop room wall and flipchart.  
Good for sharing information, brainstorming and 
gathering feedback i.e. Jam board, Miro, Mural,  
Padlet, ConceptBoard, Googledocs, Easyretro.  
Medium to high bandwidth required.
Design images, audio-visual materials  
and online activities
Make posters, podcasts, videos, gifs, interactive 
courses, games and stories. i.e. Canva, Podbean, 
Windows Movie Maker, Giphy, Google Coursebuilder, 
Twine. Medium to high bandwidth required.
Social media
Good for sustaining communication and sharing 
amongst the group during and beyond the workshop, 
i.e. Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, Twitter. Low  
to high bandwidth required.
Mapping
Good for mapping and explaining the relationships 
between people or issues. Can be used for  
activities like Group Mapping, Community Mapping  
and Problem Tree, i.e. Kumu, Mapme, Mindmup,  
Zeemaps, Mappingforchange. Medium to  
high bandwidth required.
Monitoring and evaluation
Good for collecting data, learning what’s  
working and what it not and sharing the results,  
i.e. Kashana, Kobo Toolbox, Teamscope, Indikit,  
Kinaki. Low to medium bandwidth required.
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Choose your apps
We have introduced some  
of the different types of apps  
you could use to implement  
your delivery strategy – but  
how do you know which ones 
might be right for you?
Questions to help you to choose app(s)  
that are right for you and your participants:
Participants
• What kinds of devices do your participants  

usually use?
• Are they new to working with digital apps?
• Is their internet connection reliable and accessible?

The apps
• What bandwidth is needed to run the app?  

Use lower bandwidth apps where participants  
have a weaker internet connection.

• Does it need to be downloaded onto a phone  
or computer or can you access it directly from  
a web link? It can be easier for participants to join  
in the first instance if it can be accessed directly  
via a weblink.

• Is it easy to install and login? If participants will  
need to install the app, check how easy it is to  
do this on both phone and laptop.

• Is the tool simple and intuitive? Whether the group  
is less or more digitally literate simple and intuitive 
apps will make the process smoother and less  
time consuming.

• Is it possible to use some features of the app  
without an internet connection? Offline functionality 
is a useful feature, especially where there isn’t  
a reliable connection.

© British Council
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Which video call app?
Video calls allows participants  
to see and interact with you 
and each other at the same time.  
This means you can facilitate 
participatory activities in  
real time – just like in  
a workshop room.
Video calls allows participants to see and interact 
with you and each other at the same time. This means 
you can facilitate participatory activities in real time – 
just like in a workshop room. Some of these apps 
also include a ‘break-out’ rooms function, in which the  
group can split into smaller groups to hold separate 
conversations and then later return to the larger 
‘plenary’ group. This can be an important function  
in helping the group to build trust quickly.
• How many people can join a call on the app?  

Is it enough?
• How many people can you see on the call?  

Can you see the whole group?
• Is there a chat function so participants can share 

comments during the workshop? Is it possible to 
keep the chat content after the call? This is useful 
when gathering feedback or ideas using the chat.

• Is there a ‘raise my hand’ icon? This will allow 
participants to indicate when they want to speak.

• Are there different viewing options? Having the 
option to toggle between speaker view in which  
the only visible face is the person speaking and  
a gallery view in which all the participants are  
visible on your screen can enhance the user  
and facilitator experience.

• Does it provide a good user experience  
on a smart phone as well as on tablets and  
computers? Be aware that participants joining  
via their smartphone may have a very different 
experience compared to those using a computer  
as some of the functions may not be available.  
Note: functionality of apps can also vary  
depending on the specific type of phone  
or laptop.

• Can you record the video call and share  
it afterwards?

• What vulnerabilities and risks does the  
app have? Does it have a history of being easy  
to hack or gain entry? Is it safe to use? 

Break-out rooms
When you’re delivering  
a participatory video call  
workshop the ease with  
which you can open, close and 
move between break-out rooms  
is very important. 
Can you randomly create 
break-out rooms? Can you assign 
participants to break-out rooms  
in advance? Can participants  
move between break-out rooms  
if they want to? All of these 
functions are important  
to consider.
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Which mobile chat app?
Using mobile chat apps you  
can stay connected after the 
session is over, you can also 
deliver activities and even whole 
workshops (see case study: 
Colombia).
One of the great advantages of using mobile chat apps 
is that it enables participants to join who have less 
experience online, have a weaker internet connection 
and no access to laptops and computers.
Another advantage is that it establishes a way of 
communicating that is easy to maintain – even after  
the official workshop ends, as participants often 
continue to use the chat to connect and keep each 
other updated on opportunities.
Delivering a whole workshop require planning, and  
it may take longer to build trust and understanding at 
the beginning. This is because participants are unable 
to see, and in some cases speak with each other 
directly, which can leave them feeling disconnected 
from each other. Nevertheless, it can be also an 
invigorating experience as you quickly realise how 
much can be achieved with such a simple tool.  
For tips on how to deliver activities through creating 
short audio-visual content which can be posted  
onto mobile chat apps see page 47.
Questions to help you choose your app:
• Are participants already using the app? If it’s  

a popular app that participants are already using,  
you will avoid the possible technical problems 
associated with downloading and using a new app.

• What vulnerabilities and risks does the  
app have? Some apps don’t allow participants  
to use them without sharing their contact details  
with everyone on the which may not be comfortable 
for everyone and poses issues of safety – check  
in advance with participants.

• What functionality does the app have?  
Can you post images and files, leave voice  
notes, hold group calls and archive the results?  
The more functionality the app has the more 
flexibility you will have during delivery.

Group calls
Some mobile chat applications 
allow group mobile phone  
calls involving up to ten or  
more participants. You may  
want to use this functionality  
by delivering the workshop to 
smaller bubble groups or inviting 
participants to form break-out 
groups in which they call each 
other for activities like Listening  
at Three Levels (click here).

© British Council

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCADumPIaEE
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Presenting, sharing and 
collaborating in real time
Working with a group that  
has good connectivity and  
digital literacy can allow  
facilitators to explore and stretch 
the capabilities of collaboration  
apps. Some contemporary  
tools mimic the experience  
of workshops by allowing you  
to choose your avatar and 
wander around imaginary 
spaces talking to people whoever  
move close to you.
Other tools enable you to gamify 
learning creating interactive 
playables which reveal deep 
insights into complex ideas.  
The broad functionality of some  
of these apps provides space  
for re-purposing them in strange 
and interesting ways. In one  
Active Citizens workshop 
participants were invited to take 
‘hike’ together through a digital 
landscape bespoke designed  
to reflect the ‘river’ learning 
journey.

Which collaboration tools?
You can use collaboration  
apps in the same way that you 
would use a wall, a flip chart  
or post-it notes in a workshop.
It provides a space for a group to come together to 
interact with pre-prepared visual images and words 
and, importantly, to collaborate by brainstorming, 
drawing, writing and posting images and files.
If participants have access to a strong internet 
connection you may choose to use a collaboration  
apps alongside a video meeting app as a break-out 
space to post ideas and get creative.
Using a collaboration app in this way can help to  
relieve time pressure during Digital Together session 
because interactive content can easily be sent (usually 
via a link) to your participants outside of the Digital 
Together sessions. Participants can then engage  
with and add to this content in their own time.
Seeing a collaborative activity or project take  
shape, as new text, images, voices notes and videos 
appear between Digital Together sessions can be  
one of the most exciting opportunities of delivering 
Active Citizens virtually.
Questions to help you choose your app: 
• What functionality does the app have? 
• Is it simple and easy to use?
• Do participants need to download the app  

or create an account to join? It will be easier  
for participants to join if they can access the  
app via a weblink.
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Case study: Ukraine
Creating an online course

Overall highlight
Seven partner organisation collaborating in the creation of a shared resource.

Seven Active Citizens partner organisations collaborated to  
develop an online course which builds skills for social action.  
The course was woven into the Active Citizens learning journey  
and completed by almost 900 participants.

The Active Citizens methodology is used to deliver the EU-funded Strengthening Cross-Sectoral  
Collaboration for Social Cohesion project in Ukraine. To enhance impact, Module 4 (Planning  
and delivering social action) was designed as an engaging online course which participants  
could take at their own pace. The course materials included tasks, quizzes and 10 short videos  
covering different themes related to social action projects delivered by Active Citizens in Ukraine.

What worked
• Combining theory and practice to create attractive content. The short videos about real projects  

in local communities captured and held participants attention.
• Building on the experience of local Active Citizens networks sharing challenges and opportunities 

which were rooted in real life and sharing tools that had proved effective in the community.
• Reflecting a diverse range of contexts and perspectives by including partners, national facilitators 

and participants from across Ukraine in the development of the online course. 

Lessons learnt
• Producing compelling online content that can hold participants attention requires  

a lot of careful planning, preparation, and a specialised skillset.
• Transitioning from face-to-face takes time and a willingness to adapt and to learn.

“ It was my first experience of 
online course development, both 
exciting and humbling at the 
same time! The main challenge 
was to put all information about 
the topic in a 10-minute video. 
However, I’m fascinated with  
the encouraging results.” 
Course Co-author and Facilitator 

© NGO “Open university of Maydan”
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2.7
Recommendations
Be different
There is no ‘right way’ to deliver the Active Citizens 
learning journey. There is space for new, innovative 
strategies and your own personal style of facilitation, 
and many of the tips and tricks you commonly use  
can still be applied when using digital tools.

Be strategic
Design your strategy before your workshop! Have  
a clear sense of what you want to achieve and why.  
How might digital/distance learning tools enhance  
or hinder the experience and impact of the programme 
during each phase of your strategy. Are there  
additional skills, resources and support you need  
to achieve success?

Be simple 
Whilst there is a temptation to use lots of  
technologies and apps, the power of the Active  
Citizens programme lies in giving space for people  
to learn and share together. Sometimes we focus  
so much on the technology that we lose sight  
of the purpose of what we’re doing.

Focus on building trust
If peopleare confident and curious toshare  
and learn together, the learning journey will  
flow with greater ease.

Be flexible
Respond to the needs of the group you are  
working with (Section 3 Safe and Inclusive).  
If you are trying out new ways of working be  
open to learning as you go. Pilot test your ideas  
first, learn from failure and ask these questions:
 
What are my assumptions? 
Is this working?
How do I know?
How could I improve?

© British Council
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Section 3
Safe and inclusive
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Inclusion* is central to the  
values of Active Citizens and  
the British Council and needs  
to be considered at every stage  
of planning and delivery.
Let’s consider some of the barriers to participation  
that participants and communities might face.**  
Do they have a poor internet connection? Lack  
of access to technology? Lack of digital literacy  
including lower levels of experience and confidence  
in participating in online spaces? Cultural barriers to 
using technology and the internet? Impairments which 
could hinder their full participation unless they are 
taken into account?
It’s important to note that barriers to participation in  
a virtual space are in addition to many of the existing 
inequalities which stop people being able to participate 
in a face-to-face workshop. So, you will need to do you 
your research into what these barriers are and what 
tools and approaches are appropriate early on in the 
planning phase.
Here are some basic principles which could help  
you put inclusion at the heart of your Active Citizens  
digital / distance learning design. 

3.1
Sensitive, simple, safe, supported
Sensitive 
Identify and be sensitive to different cultural and 
individual needs, interests and abilities. Shape your 
methodology and approach around them.
Bear in mind that people have different learning styles, 
and it is important that the content of your workshop  
is accessible for a range of learners. Likewise, try to 
ensure that images, names and examples you are using 
are diverse and representative of different groups 
within your community.
During the recruitment phase take into account that  
if recruitment is only online and there are high data 
costs this could mean that you only reach participants 
with a higher income profile. Furthermore, participants 
from lower income neighbourhoods may not be able  
to participate if you are relying on data-consuming  
video-calls and do not offer to cover data costs.

(*)The British Council Equality Policy can be accessed here. All staff are required to ensure their behaviour is consistent with this policy.  
We also require that clients, customers, partners and suppliers be made aware of this policy and operate within it.
(**) According to the International Telecommunication Union estimates, in two out of every three countries, more men use the Internet than women. Similar 
challenges affect migrants, refugees, internally displaced persons, older persons, young people, children, persons with disabilities, rural populations and 
indigenous peoples (Roadmap for Digital Cooperation, United Nations, 2020).

“ Digital access grants are so 
important as so many people 
do not have the equipment  
at home. Some facilitators  
I know haven’t just sent tech 
equipment but also posted 
paper resources to 
participants, and others have 
sent tea and biscuits so they 
can have an informal session 
with them while they get  
used to the tech.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator

https://www.britishcouncil.org/sites/default/files/equality-policy-2017.pdf
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Once you have identified your participants carry  
out a digital needs assessment, this will help you 
understand levels of digital literacy, connectivity  
and access to technology, as well as possible barriers  
to participation. Gathering and considering this 
information in advance will ensure your workshop  
is appropriately designed and accessible – though  
be aware, some of the needs of participants will only  
reveal themselves once you are working together.
In some settings engaging parents and family members 
during the preparation phase works well. Facilitators  
in Colombia learned that female participants could 
engage more in the learning journey if the family 
(husband and children) understood why they were 
participating in the first place – one facilitator created  
a short comic book for the children of participants  
to explain what their mother was doing and why.
Likewise, in some countries young people were  
more likely to be able to access the workshop if they  
used a family member’s phone rather than their  
own, as parents and relatives were more likely to own  
a phone as well as keep their phone numbers active.*
Identify whether any of your participants have any 
accessibility requirements (for instance, large print, 
subtitles, audio description, etc.). When asking for 
accessibility requirements, make sure it’s detailed 
enough to give you a clear insight into the barriers 
which exist. Once you have the information consider 
what changes are feasible for you to make and how 
long it will take to make them. Give a clear deadline  
for submitting requirements so that appropriate 
arrangements can be made.
It’s also important to be sensitive to cultural barriers, 
taking into account the possibility that it may not be 
culturally appropriate to have mixed groups online  
or have cameras turned on, and note that some 
participants may not be able take part during  
religious festivals.

Actions you can take  
to enhance accessibility
• Check how the different functions in the app  

could support full participation.
• Choose fonts that everyone can read with  

a high-colour contrast between the text and 
background colours.

• When showing videos use audio descriptions  
and subtitles.

• Share presentations and written documents  
in advance, translate materials where relevant.

 

Simple
The platforms and approaches you use will either help 
or hinder the learning of your participants depending 
on their needs and experience. It can be tempting  
to use lots of visually attractive online collaboration  
tools (and in some contexts this is preferable), but  
we recommend starting simple By doing this you will 
ensure your workshop is more accessible and it will  
be easier to focus on what really matters: building  
trust and understanding.
Using just a few simple tools will allow the group to build 
confidence quickly and can unleash the creative energy 
of participants in surprising ways. Stimulating activities 
delivered through a single phone messaging or video 
meeting app (or even through mailing postcards)  
can generate amazing results.

Simplicity rules
The simplest ideas sometimes travel the furthest.  
The same could be said for the simplest tools and 
delivery models. Huge global campaigns and social 
movements have been catalysed by simple slogans, 
memes or rules.
Utilising the power of the internet, ideas can catch  
and grow quicker. Simplicity encourages adoption, 
adaptation and scale. A simple activity can ripple like 
World From My Window (see page 77) or an interesting 
way of convening women from around the world in 
WhatsApp support bubbles might end up reaching 
hundreds of thousands. Start simple, encourage 
creativity but be aware it might just grow a life  
of its own.

(*) This point is also made in the following report: Taking distance learning ‘offline’:  
Lessons learned from navigating the digital divide during COVID-19, Angelica Towne Amporo, Hawah Nabbuye, Brookings, 2020 
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Safe
Creating an environment which is safe is vitally 
important and a real challenge when working online. 
Good preparation and communication as well as an 
activity dedicated specifically to safety (Please refer  
to activity 2.3 Digital super heroes in Section 5  
on page 82) can go a long way in managing risks.
It is important that participants have a basic 
understanding of how to keep themselves safe online. 
This means bearing in mind privacy considerations 
when sharing content through digital spaces (both 
theirs and that of others) and being mindful that due  
to the nature of online collaboration anything shared 
might have a permanent digital footprint.
Research the vulnerabilities and risks associated with 
each digital application you are using. Be aware that 
even encrypted applications are vulnerable to hacking, 
and the data storage policies and privacy practices  
of some apps may not be adequate.
Consider the privacy and security settings relating  
to the software or application you are planning  
to use for your workshop.
• Will you be sharing information publicly,  

or with the company who own the software?
• Are there privacy options in the apps settings?  

Which options should you choose?
This information is not always easy to navigate  
so allow time to explore the different apps before  
choosing them. Also, check in advance if there  
are guidelines on how to use the apps safely. 
Right from the start ensure the group is fully  
informed about how their data will be kept and  
used. Establish a simple group agreement in  
discussion with participants which acknowledges  
how the group wants to work together online, 
respecting each other’s right to privacy.
Ahead of the workshop share a simple code of  
conduct. It is an easy way to affirm how to collaborate 
safely and responsibly online. You may even want to 
emphasise elements of the code of conduct at the  
start of the workshop (for example during the activity 
Forest of Expectations) and then invite participants  
to add to it.
It is important to have a process for reporting 
safeguarding concerns during the workshop.  
Appoint an Online Safety Lead (this could be a facilitator 
or another member of staff who is taking part in the 
workshop) and make sure that participants are aware  
of how to raise a concern with the Online Safety Lead  
if they receive or see something upsetting, feel unsafe 
during the workshop or breakout room discussions,  
or at any point during the training.

Be aware of General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR)*: Make sure that when you collect personal 
information from participants during pre-training 
registration, or during the session – you consider  
the following:
• Obtain explicit permission to collect and utilise  

the data in any way. 
• Make it simple for people to revoke their permission.
• Identify any other parties who will have access  

to the information. 
• Demonstrate that the permission was freely granted.
• Require permission to use your service and data.

Sample Code of Conduct
Participation and Inclusion:  
Digital Community Standards
The British Council, facilitators and participants  
of this training shall demonstrate a commitment to  
the following principles of collaborating remotely  
and participating creatively, responsibly and  
safely, which includes:
1.  Being on time for all sessions and participating fully  

in individual, pair and group tasks. In case they are 
late for a session, cannot attend a session or 
experience connectivity issues, they will inform  
a designated focal point from the workshop  
delivery team, where possible. 

2.  Treating all participants and their opinions with 
respect, cultural sensitivity and politeness, and 
being mindful that participants might have  
different levels of experience with technology.

3.  Sharing only what they feel comfortable to share, 
bearing in mind privacy considerations when sharing 
content through digital spaces (both theirs and that 
of others). Being mindful that due to the nature of 
online collaboration anything shared might have  
a permanent digital footprint.

4.  Raising any concern with a designated focal point 
from the workshop delivery team if they feel unsafe 
during the workshop or breakout room discussions, 
or at any point during the training.

5.  All content shared as part of reflections and other 
activities will be deleted from all platforms used 
during the workshop by XXX by the workshop 
delivery team Active Citizens team.

6.  They will not share links to the workshop platform  
or any content with those outside of the group of 
participants of this training.

7.  They will not post or upload anything off-topic, 
offensive, abusive or illegal in the workshop space 
and will not post or upload inappropriate messages, 
content, unauthorised advertising, promotional 
material or spam to all other platforms used  
during the workshop.

 

*GDPR is a legal framework that came into effect in 2018 and sets  
guidelines for the collection and processing of personal information  
from individuals who live in the European Union.
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“ In a virtual training the  
sense of abandonment  
after the workshop can  
feel even greater.” 
Active Citizens Facilitator 

Supported
A successful learning journey requires the  
commitment and support of the wider community.
• Who are the local people, organisations or networks 

that could help you to reach and support your 
participants? For example, think of how you could 
work with organisations with expertise in gender 
equality or disability inclusion, and involve them in 
the design and delivery of the training so that it 
improves the impact of the programme.

• How will you ensure that you are working with  
a diversity of partners and learning from their 
experiences of working with the audiences you  
want to reach.

• How can you ensure participants feel safe and 
supported throughout their experience, including 
preparing for and delivering their social action 
projects.

Remember that the British Council can help with  
advice and guidance on how to make your workshop 
more inclusive. If you have questions or concerns, 
speak to the office in your country.
Further guidance and advice on enabling  
inclusion and safety is integrated throughout  
section 5 of this annex. 
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3.2
Digital divide
Despite the increasing role of digital, many people around the world face inequalities  
and barriers to access. These barriers are more pronounced for women, younger  
and older people and people with disabilities, especially where they live in rural  
or under-served areas.

Distribution of internet users worldwide as of 2019, by age (Source: statista.com)

Internet usage by region and gender as of 2019 (Source: statista.com)
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* Young People, Skills & Leadership Development in a Digital Age: A Summary of Key Insights  
& Recommendations from Primary & Secondary Research, Kristin Hickey, Sue Frost & Stacey Ng for the British Council, 2021.

Resources 
Up-to-date equipment, data reach  

& cost, particularly in rural locations, 
financial access to tools, equipment, 

courses (including economic  
pressure – need to earn an income  

comes first).

Social & endorsement 
Social stigmas exist – e.g. for women  
leaving the village to access learning  
or not having ‘permission’ to be able  

to make this decision or be supported  
by family, religion, community.

Time & energy,  
motivation &  

reinforcement 
Time & energy in short supply  

if managing others and/or a job.  
Long, boring or complex courses  

are disengaged with quickly,  
as are those that lack fast  

& ongoing feedback.

Awareness 
Lack of familiarity and understanding 

of what the opportunities are and 
what the benefits are (including 

socialising this to others).

Fear, safety, mistrust 
Extortion widespread, even ‘a norm’, 
particularly in Nigeria, but extortion 

also used against LGBTQ+ 
communities, grooming of girls 

& children, cyber-bullying etc. creates 
uncertainty of whom to trust.

Confidence &  
capability including  

digital literacy 
Knowing how and feeling motivated 

and capable; language barriers 
and basic digital literacy impact  

confidence and motivation.

According to a recent British Council report*, there are six key barriers affecting  
how young people access the digital world. 
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Doing digital literacy
Choose your apps carefully, provide 
support and guidance on how to use  
digital tools safely.
Provide guidance and support
Once you’ve chosen your apps (see the section ‘Choose 
your apps’) identify how you will support participants to 
feel confident and able to use them. Consider holding  
a session before you start which is dedicated to 
learning about how the apps work.
Alternatively, introduce apps and features very slowly 
during the workshop, making sure everyone has an 
opportunity to play and understands key features.
Manage people’s expectations. It’s common to find  
that some participants may find an app difficult or may 
not enjoy using it. Support them to feel open to the 
challenge by acknowledging that it’s a learning process 
for everyone and be ready to assist anyone who 
encounters difficulties.
Consider carefully how using digital technology and 
apps could have an impact on the communities you  
are working with. Identify if you will need to provide 
additional resources and support to ensure participants 
can use the technology in a way which is safe and 
empowers agency and trust-building locally. For 
example, if you are providing digital grants or kits  
to a community or to young people with limited online 
experience, identify the training and resources  
required to amplify these opportunities whilst  
mitigating the risks.
Include sessions and mentoring advice which 
encourages critical thinking skills and addresses  
things like online advocacy, misinformation, hate-
speech and algorithmic bias – you may need to  
bring in expertise to support this element of your 
programme.
Provide clear guidance of privacy and safety 
information related the the apps you are using.  

Learn through play
When first gathering online some participants might 
feel vulnerable about having limited experience  
of the technology and apps. Introduce the apps in 
simple, playful ways. For example, share your screen  
to demonstrate how to turn on your microphone and 
then invite everyone to turn on their mircrophone  
at the same time whilst calling out ‘you’re on mute!’. 
Likewise, introduce how to turn the camera on and  
off before playing the game. Please refer to the  
activity ‘1.1 Anyone who’ on page 69. 

3.3
Why digital literacy?
For Active Citizens digital literacy is also  
about empowering individuals, cultures  
and communities in an online space that 
can reinforce existing social biases.
UNESCO (2011) describes digital literacy as the  
ability too access, manage, understand, integrate, 
communicate, evaluate and create information safely 
and appropriately through digital technologies.  
It includes competencies that are variously referred to 
as computer literacy, ICT literacy and media literacy.’
However, focusing solely on the technical components 
of digital literacy, such as accessing and using tools  
in a safe and efficient way, at the expense of 
understanding the ethical and behavioural implications 
of digital technology, puts people and communities  
in danger.
This is because using digital technology and spending 
time on the internet can radically change the way we 
think and act. Which results not only from accessing 
more information and opportunities, but also because 
the way we navigate and interact online is different  
than the way we act in our everyday lives. In this sense 
spending time online has the potential to reinforce 
specific behaviours and values – and you may not 
realise it’s happening!
For example, as an individual, you may become 
increasingly accustomed to rapidly analysing and 
synthesising numerous sources of information whilst 
sending ‘likes’, hearts and other emoticons – 
irrespective of your cultural norms.
In addition to this, research into systems (like the 
internet and the global economy) indicates that, as  
we become highly connected, the number of original 
choices – or framed another way the diversity of 
choices – can diminish, as emerging trends get bigger 
more quickly, dampening the possibility of alternatives. 
This implies that being globally connected online could 
reduce our cultural diversity whilst reinforcing dominant 
trends and social biases.
Around the world there are countless examples  
of how new connections forged by the internet can 
empower collaboration and action, on the flip side, 
these connections are also a source of change. Being 
more connected globally can increase the speed and 
volatility of change locally. This can leave individuals 
and communities feeling like they are losing control 
over local affairs.
Yes, digital tools can enhance our ability to connect  
and learn from others, but only if we use them in a way 
which catalyses agency, inclusion and diversity!
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Digital cultures
Explore ways to ‘hack’ the online  
space by putting creativity, diversity  
and inclusion first.
Access, safety, inclusivity and diversity 
Choose a platform or tool that you believe your 
participants will be able to use from home or  
on the move.
• Before requesting users to contribute data-heavy 

content like audio or video, consider the possible 
data costs. Provide material that participants can 
access in low-bandwidth situations and in a variety  
of conditions.

• Look over the privacy policies of the tools to see 
whether they’re accessible for your audience and 
situation. Could any of the participants, for instance, 
have low eyesight, restricted vision, or hearing loss?

• Think about how individuals are acting online.  
A facilitator should look to build a culture and tone  
of inclusion – an atmosphere that is welcoming  
to all participants and learners.

• Does the app you are using feel in tension with the 
values and norms of the community who are using it? 
Are there ways to ‘hack’ the space by changing the 
look, feel and the way you use it?

It’s not what you say,  
it’s how you’re communicating
In 1964 Marshall McLuhan suggested that  
the way we communicate (through television,  
books, internet, word of mouth, radio, etc.)  
can have a big impact on the way we think and  
act as societies. Television, he suggested,  
is a passive experience that promotes  
passive consumption.
Today, social networking platforms are more 
participatory. However, they, like television, 
promote a specific type of behaviour.  
They are mostly visual, encouraging the  
sharing of images, videos and small bite-sized 
chunks of communication about our lives –  
and all of this influences the way we think  
and act socially.
Digital technologies are not fully representative 
of our wide diversity of cultures, instead,  
they embody a specific set of cultural values.
Finding ways to use digital apps in a way  
that feels globally connected but also culturally 
appropriate is a key challenge for Active  
Citizens facilitators.

© British Council
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Case study: UK
Digital literacy

Overall highlight
The programme had a real impact on individual participants who vastly improved their digital and online 
literacy and confidence. The social actions connected the community online reducing isolation and creating 
links to local services.

When UK lockdowns caused by the COVID-19 pandemic pushed  
so much of daily life online, the Active Citizens local delivery partner  
ADAB found that very low levels of digital literacy became an additional 
challenge for many people in the community.
ADAB, a partner organisation based in Bury, UK, works mainly with people from black, Asian, minority  
ethnic and refugee communities. Through strong partnerships ADAB offers a wide range of advice, 
information and help to the community, supporting people who find it hard to access education and local 
services. When the COVID-19 pandemic came to Bury, ADAB found that without digital literacy skills 
community members faced the prospect of being locked out of these services.
That’s why a key component of their delivery of Active Citizens focused on building digital literacy.  
Digital access grants were provided and preliminary sessions before the start of the workshop focused  
on becoming accustomed to using smartphones, downloading relevant apps and building participants 
confidence online.

What worked
• Flexibility was very important, including for those with childcare responsibilities. Being flexible to  

the needs of participants helped to build trust and inclusion, and showing patience made people feel 
comfortable with online delivery.

• Regular breaks were appreciated, allowing participants to rest or respond to other responsibilities  
and needs that were present during lockdown.

• Social action projects were organised and delivered online reaching and connecting people  
who would have been otherwise isolated for a long period of time.

“ Practice is key. By taking  
part in the programme, the 
participants were able to develop 
digital literacy skills and build 
self-confidence for engaging  
with other online events  
and services.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator, ADAB

© British Council 
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Section 4
Delivering your 
workshop
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4.1 
Top tips & hacks  
for digital workshops

Plan, plan & plan
The key to digital is planning every detail & being  
ready with a plan ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’ when things go wrong.

Screen breaks 
Offline moments hold more power  
in online workshops.

Polls to empower
Use tools for gathering, feedback, having fun,  
grouping ideas and empowering decision-making.

Create a ‘home’ 
This is where you can leave multiple  
important links & recordings.

Lights, camera, action 
Natural or LED lights, quality audio and clean 
background makes a difference to video calls.

Free space
Build in time for participants to share  
anything they want with the wider group.

Short & simple
For workshops with lower connectivity or digital  
literacy, keep activities short with regular breaks.

Make it easy to join 
Send the links for joining at least twice  
including just before you start.
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Before the workshop
Now it’s getting real. Below  
are some key things to consider 
when preparing to deliver your 
digital workshop.
Draft a detailed session plan 
Creating a storyboard can help you to imagine how 
activities flow together and provide clear guidance  
so that the delivery team knows exactly who is doing 
what, when. Detailed planning and flexible  
delivery is key.
Prepare to be flexible 
Once you’ve prepared session notes get ready  
to be flexible. Activities take longer online and 
miscommunication and technical issues can lead  
to things going wrong. Test apps in advance,  
have a plan b ready at hand and stay open  
to improvising during the session.
Leave gaps 
When facilitating video calls be aware of the possibility 
 of digital fatigue. It’s common for online meetings to  
be shorter than face-to-face meetings (often between  
2 – 4 hours) because of the risk of fatigue. For a two  
hour session give at least a 15 minute break; for three 
hours make sure you include 30 minutes break time.
Less is more 
Don’t try to squeeze too many activities in, simplify the 
activities to make it easy to communicate instructions 
and explore how to achieve multiple learning outcomes 
in a single activity by extending it. Confusion and delay 
is common online.

Decide roles in advance 
For video call workshops you’ll need a team of at least 
two or three people. During an activity one person  
will act as the facilitator: their role is to give instructions, 
listen and respond. Another will act as ‘co-facilitator’, 
supporting the facilitator, reading and posting 
instructions in the chat box, seeing if anyone has  
raised their ‘hands’ and sharing their screen during 
presentations. Ideally, you will also have a ‘tech-host’ 
who will focus on responding to any technical issues, 
explaining how apps work and organising ‘break-out’ 
rooms. This role can also be played by the  
co-facilitator.
Send out joining instructions
Send joining instructions, housekeeping information 
and relevant instructions well in advance. Send  
a reminder 24 hours before the meeting and a second 
reminder 15 minutes before the meeting. Make sure  
you have a way to reach participants (a back-up phone 
number for example) and they can reach you if there  
is an issue joining.
Set pre-workshop tasks 
With online workshops you can begin connecting  
before the event starts. If your participants feel 
comfortable, you could try adding them to a shared 
chat group and ask them to introduce themselves,  
or you could circulate a short bio of each of the 
participants so they can begin to get familiar  
with who else is in the group.
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How many days?
With digital workshops there is more 
flexibility in terms of when and how  
you deliver the learning journey.  
Below are a few examples.
Consecutive 
Delivered over five consecutive days, 4 hours a day  
with a 1 hour break for lunch and a short break in the 
morning and in the afternoon. Short Digital Whenever 
evening tasks were handed out each day.
✓		Easier to communicate the timings and keep  

the focus and motivation of the group.
✗		Risk of digital fatigue and little opportunities for 

participants to carry out research and self-organise 
through connecting with each other outside of the 
main workshops.

Consecutive with a gap 
Three consecutive days and then a gap anywhere 
between two days and two weeks involving a Digital 
Whenever task focused on researching and designing 
social action. The final day and a half is dedicated to 
refining and sharing the social action ideas.
✓		Dedicated time in the workshop for building trust, 

skills and knowledge as well as an opportunity to 
carry out research in the community on the needs  
of the community and feasibility of initial Social 
Action ideas.

✗		There’s a significant risk of losing momentum  
and focus during the gap.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3
Digital 

Whenever 
gap

Day 4
Day 4.5
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Digital Whenever 
Delivered over several weeks. Facilitators speak  
with participants individually or in small groups  
in advance via phone and printed materials are  
sent via post. There is an opening session in which 
participants join a call or chat at the same time  
followed by activities which participants complete  
in their own time (sometimes just one or two a week).
✓	Allows participants to connect when they  
 have internet or time.
✗		Less interaction as a whole group and requires 

regular one-to-one support.

 

Opening
Digital 

Whenever 
gap

Digital 
Whenever 

gap

Digital 
Whenever 

gap

Digital 
Whenever 

gap Closing
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4.2 
Facilitating online
After all the planning and preparation,  
your virtual workshop is about to begin. 
Here’s some tips to help make your 
workshop successful.
Be participatory
Because of the sense of distance and disconnect  
that occurs online it’s easy for facilitators to  
shift into teaching or presenting mode. This can  
be reinforced by the attitude of participants who  
may feel overwhelmed, more able to hide, or too 
comfortable in their chairs to lean forward and get 
involved. With Active Citizens, regardless of whether  
it is face-to-face or online, participation is key  
and the facilitators need to model this from  
the very beginning.

Encourage physical movement  
and sensory play
Sitting at a computer and on the phone for a long time 
can put a strain on your body, especially, your back, 
neck and wrists. Invite participants to use their bodies, 
stretching into and outside of the screen on a video  
call, leaning forwards and backwards to indicate 
whether they agree or disagree with a statement and 
gently warming up their muscles or meditating in 
silence, being present wherever they are.
Giving space for participants to look out of their 
windows, walk their streets, explore their own house, 
slowly taste the food or the drink they have brought…  
all of which can make the online space come alive. 
Always emphasise that participants should only  
do what they are comfortable with.

Encourage sharing of identities  
and cultures
Valuing that which is shared and different is a key 
element of the Active Citizens learning journey.  
In a digital space it is, perhaps, even more important  
to create spaces to value diversity because digital  
apps already have a ‘culture’ of communication 
embedded within them (see page 37) which can mask  
the diversity that exists in the group.
One way to counter-balance this is to ask stimulating 
questions which allow the group to share cultures  
in a way that builds confidence. Online culture parties, 
music playlists and the use of sensory stimulus such  
as food, clothes, objects and dance can also enable 
participants to bring their cultures and identities  
with them.

“ We discovered that, even 
though, as individuals, we 
may be in distant spaces,  
we can still make that human 
connection.”  
Active Citizens Participant from Egypt
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Be vulnerable and kind to yourself
If you’re new to delivering workshops online or are 
trying out new activities and approaches acknowledge 
this openly with the group. You’ll need the group’s 
support and patience when the technology doesn’t 
work, or activities don’t turn out as you planned.  
Invite the group to see challenges as an opportunity  
for learning and problem solving together. The most 
important thing you can do is take a deep breath  
and prepare to stay calm.

Encourage the group to self-organise
The best way to build good communication and 
networking after the workshop is to start during the 
workshop. Encourage participants to connect , build 
trust and communicate on their own terms in their  
own time before, during and after the workshop.
A light touch approach which stimulates conversation 
will help you to avoid becoming the axis around which 
conversation happens. Try to ‘disappear’ gradually  
as the group begin to organically initiate and steer  
the conversation for themselves. Checking in from  
time to time will still be important though, to ensure  
that group safety and privacy agreements are  
being upheld.

Design matters
The digital world offers opportunity to bring workshop 
materials and apps to life by including elements of 
design and curation. That could include the music  
you play during an online video call activity, the quality 
of the posters or micro-podcasts you share or even  
the interactive learning games you curate using 
specialist apps. Playing with apps and learning skills  
to create digital experiences online is part of the 
journey of the online facilitator.

Open the workshop with
Find what style and approach works  
for you and your group.
• Light stretching. 
• Meditation. 
• Music or media.
• Participants share something about  

themselves in the chat.
• A poll with a question. 
• A short performance

Close the workshop with
• One word from each participant to express  

how they’re feeling.
• A word cloud which captures three words that 

represent how they feel about today’s activities.
• A space for anyone to share final thoughts.
• A high energy dance or celebration.
• A brainstorm on the chat or collaboration app  

to share what worked and suggestions.
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4.3  

4.3  
Facilitating: video call workshops
• Arrange your laptop or computer so that the 

camera is at eye level so that you are not always 
looking down. Before you start, check that you don’t 
have a strong light coming from behind you and  
your face can be seen clearly.

• Check your equipment to make sure your video 
works, and your audio is clear if your participants  
can’t see or hear you very well, it makes it very 
challenging for the participants to stay engaged.

• The facilitator should have the camera  
turned on when speaking; this increases trust,  
as it allows the participants to observe the body 
language of the moderator.

• Choose your view. Some facilitators prefer to  
be able to see themselves in a small window as  
well as the participants. Others prefer to only  
see the participants. Choose the view that works  
for you before starting.

• Give brief clear instructions about how to use 
different functions on the app such as turning  
their microphone on and off, turning their camera  
on and off, using the chat function and selecting the 
‘raise hand’ icon. Check that everyone is able to  
do all of these things.

• Sometimes turn off the cameras. If a participant  
is having difficulty maintaining a stable internet 
connection, ask them to switch their camera off  
(if they haven’t already) as this will save bandwidth.  
If the overall quality of the video call is poor and it 
doesn’t affect the quality of the activity you could  
also ask all other participants to turn their  
video off as well.

• Time away from the screen. Remember just because 
you are using a video call app it doesn’t mean  
that all the activities should be based on looking  
at a screen. Too much time looking at a screen 
contributes to digital fatigue. Build in activities  
where participants can use their bodies as well  
as different senses like smell and touch.

• Share your screen during the workshop when 
explaining how to use other apps or websites. 

• There are cultural barriers to using video.  
In some cultures and communities it’s not comfortable 
or appropriate to have the camera turned on. You may 
find it best to focus on audio activities, use the chat 
function and spend time working together in real  
time via collaboration apps.

• Shorter activities or fewer and deeper.  
Some facilitators prefer to do shorter more frequent 
activities as participants can easily become distracted 
or bored online. On the other hand, you may also 
choose to do fewer activities and go deeper, this can 
support participants to feel comfortable and open  
up gradually as they immerse themselves in one 
idea or process.

See the section Adapting for video calls  
for more information.
 

“ This is the strongest 
connection I’ve felt during  
a workshop – even though  
it was virtual.”  
Participant from Vietnam

“ Some people can behave 
differently on screen than  
in person, this may be due  
to tech fears, uncomfortable 
seeing themselves on 
camera. They may be more 
confident or go totally the 
opposite way and be more 
introverted.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator
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4.4 
Facilitating: mobile  
chat workshops
Tips
• Call individual participants in advance of the 

workshop, to check that they understand how it will 
work and to establish a sense of trust and personal 
relationship with them in advance. You may also  
want to arrange check-in calls with each participant 
from time to time. Consider using email to provide 
additional information and support.

• Use the full functionality of the app. If the app 
allows you to leave voice notes, image sharing, 
desk-top sharing, likes, emoticons and Gifs and 
archiving the chat then consider including this  
in your delivery.

• Simple and creative the chat-based activities which 
usually work best are those where the instructions 
are very simple and the participants are challenged 
to think deeply or creatively before responding. Try 
to avoid activities where participants are expected  
to write long answers in the chat – some participants 
may feel uncomfortable or unable to read, write  
and share in this way.

• Use audio and images short podcasts created 
specifically for the group you’re working with can 
deliver activity instructions in a catchy and powerful 
way whilst remaining low-bandwidth. Audio-centred 
activities can also allow participants to move around 
(away from screens) and be present in their 
communities whilst taking part. Use simple attractive 
visuals to reinforce key instructions and messages.
Consider creating ‘story posters’ which emphasise 
key points by including characters that are easy to 
relate to. This makes the information easy and fun  
to read.

 

“ If I could change one thing  
I would ensure the content 
was designed in an audio-
visual way from the start.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator

“ I appreciated the audio 
messages the tutor sent,  
she always made them  
fun and motivating.”  
Active Citizens Participant

In Colombia (case study  
on page 18) tutors adapted 
activities for low-connectivity 
and low digital literacy settings 
by creating locally relevant, 
attractive and easy to 
consume bite-sized content. 
This included short audio 
‘podcast’ introductions  
to activities and visually 
attractive posters and flyers 
which communicated key 
instructions and information. 
These were sent to the group 
via WhatsApp, as Padlet links 
and texts. Participants then 
downloaded the bite-sized 
content when they had a good 
connection. Responses were 
then collated on Padlet and  
a link to the ‘gallery wall’ was 
shared on the chat.
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4.5 
Facilitating: digital with  
face-to-face (blended)  
workshops
Combining digital facilitation and face-to-face 
meetings can be done in a number of different 
ways. Sometimes it’s the facilitator who’s online 
and sometimes participants are joining 
virtually. Here are several tips.
Facilitating a face-to-face group virtually
• Experienced co-facilitators or trusted local 

contacts who are present alongside the participants 
whilst you are facilitating online is vitally important  
to ensure participants understand and feel safe and 
supported throughout the process. Before you start 
establish clear roles and responsibilities amongst the 
team as well as a team communication strategy.

• Use a mobile phone app to connect with your 
co-facilitators during the process, share ideas and 
‘listen in’ to conversations with the phone 
strategically placed on the table or near to audio 
speakers if participants are using a microphone.

• Consider adopting a different role during delivery. 
If you are online and the participants are together,  
it may be best for you to hold back from playing the 
role of lead facilitator. Instead you could explore the 
possibility or mentoring your co-facilitators, or play 
the role of listener whilst capturing key points or 
insights as the process unfolds.

• A large screen projector on which participants  
can see you can help to build the sense that you  
are in the room. At the same time it may feel 
uncomfortable or distracting to have someone 
beaming in from elsewhere – especially if you  
don’t know the community intimately. Try to turn  
off the camera when you’re not speaking and 
consider using a Powerpoint presentation  
to reinforce key instructions for each activity  
as well as key debrief questions.

“ Participants and tutors  
alike lamented their inability 
to meet face-to-face. The 
overall impression was that 
the embodied and multi-
sensory rituals and symbols 
of coming together can  
not, as yet, be replaced  
by virtual encounters.”  
Active Citizens Digital Delivery: Case Study 
Colombia, British Council, 2021

“ At the start I cried, by  
the end it was a big success.  
I felt I was listening to  
the big picture, to the  
whole landscape.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator (after delivering 
virtually to a group who were meeting  
face-to-face). 
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Supporting participants who  
are joining the meeting virtually
• A dedicated facilitator who plays the role of 

bridging the online and face-to-face space can  
help to ensure that participants joining virtually feel 
supported to fully participate in discussions and any 
technical issues can be addressed quickly. Some 
group discussions can take place exclusively  
within the online group whilst others might involve  
face-to-face members. Online participants can  
be present at tables or in one-to-one discussions 
through joining via a laptop or a mobile phone.

• A large screen projector can ensure online 
participants feel visible in plenary discussions.  
You can display participants faces or alternatively  
the online chat stream which facilitators and 
participants can refer to for questions and  
comments shared by those joining virtually.

• Face-to-face participants should use  
a microphone which feeds into the audio that  
online participants hear. This ensures that virtual 
participants have a clear understanding  
of what’s being shared.

 

© British Council
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Case study: Uganda
Engaging the hard to reach

“ After I have gone through this training, I’ve realised that  
it’s perfectly possible to deliver Active Citizens and achieve  
the training objectives using virtual tools. I’ve fallen in love  
with the Active Citizens blended approach – I will introduce  
it to my organisation and will propose to integrate it  
in how we do our work.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator

Overall highlight
Combining digital with face-to-face the programme reached almost 500 participants  
and 32 new social action projects were launched in Kampala.

In the wake of COVID-19 pandemic and its ravaging effect  
on access to education for young people in Uganda, the  
Active Citizens programme was delivered in disadvantaged 
slum communities to improve access to education for  
young people, especially girls.

Working in low connectivity settings and with limited access to technology for many of the  
participants, eight civil society organisations in Kampala, Uganda, combined face-to-face with  
digital and radio to improve the skills and resilience of young people living in difficult  
circumstances.
Participants attended virtual sessions in small groups and shared one device to join the sessions.  
Virtual workshops proved to be a motivating opportunity for community members who had  
never participated in digital events before.
Partners found that using community radio was also a very effective way of engaging and  
staying connected with local communities. One delivery partner Girl Up Initiative Uganda supported  
5 social action projects to run a total of 59 community radio talk shows on the importance of girls’  
education between April and May 2021, engaging over 100 people per talk show.

What worked
• Blended approach combining face-to-face with digital made it possible to reach  

participants in low connectivity, low access to technology neighbourhoods.
• Radio expanded the reach and influence of social action projects in the community.
• Digital tools proved a motivating factor for participants to stay engaged throughout the  

learning journey. who would have been otherwise isolated for a long period of time. 
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4.6 
Beyond workshops  
and expectations
Learning doesn’t just happen in  
workshops, it’s happening all the time.  
New relationships, mindset shifts and  
good ideas can emerge in unexpected 
ways. What are the many different ways 
that digital can support learning that  
is individual and community-led?
Active Citizens is rooted in local communities. 
Sometimes, workshops are not the most appropriate  
or stimulating approach to delivering the learning 
journey. Walking, dancing, making, playing…  
the journey can be woven into a wide landscape  
of experiences, and digital expands that landscape 
inviting us to reimagine what’s possible.
As we speak there are influential networks which  
are expanding and self-organising across the globe 
bringing people together for a purpose and a cause 
using only mobile chat apps. There are people working 
together on complex problems by simply playing  
games online. There are others who are connecting  
as they walk and run across parks and wilderness  
on different continents.
As facilitators we lean heavily on the experience of 
those who have come before us, weaving face-to-face 
learning journeys in the community through rites,  
rituals and yes, workshops. Digital on the other hand  
is something relatively new. It may be intimidating,  
it may seem inferior but for now let’s hold our 
assumptions lightly as we test and discover new  
ways of seeing, being and working. After all digital  
is not essentially better or worse than face-to-face,  
it’s just different.

“ Digital offers new 
experiences and should not 
be seen as a channel alone:  
It is easy to fall into the trap 
of thinking about digital as  
a new channel to be used  
with existing programmes. 
However, digital has changed 
the nature of how people 
engage with learning. Such 
trends need to be taken into 
account in the design, 
delivery, evaluation and 
advocacy phases of skills 
development programmes.”  
Young people, skills and leadership development 
in a digital age, British Council, 2021
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“ Having experienced  
and delivered a vast range  
of approaches I can 
categorically say that online 
trust-building can be every  
bit as deep and powerful  
as face-to-face, it’s about 
acknowledging the possibility 
and then pushing what’s 
possible to its limits.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator

“ In the virtual world the  
issue of time is even more 
important because the  
soft insights don’t emerge – 
noticing how the children  
play in the playground, who 
sits together with who at 
lunch, it’s the little things,  
the symbolic things which  
are rooted in the local.  
In face-to-face it’s this  
which allows you to really 
understand and respond.”  
Active Citizens Facilitator
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Case study: Venezuela
Creative collaboration
Organisations from Venezuela and the UK partnered to deliver  
a highly creative, low- connectivity online workshop with music  
artists in Caracas.

Watch the video about this project here.

© Cultura Lírica

Partnering with 1001 Ideas Para Mi País in Venezuela gave  
us the unique chance to connect with new cultures, share  
knowledge, develop international talent, bridge our Latin  
and push the creative boundaries of Active Citizens.’
Dan Tsu, Director, Lyrix Organix, UK.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kfedE4780m1g_OyPAhZWatfx7tK3eoHC/view
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Section 5
Digital  
workshop 
activities 
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The vision of the Active Citizens programme  
is a world where people are empowered  
to engage peacefully and effectively with 
others in the sustainable development  
of their communities.
In this section of the toolkit you’ll find digital activities 
for each of the four modules which make up the Active 
Citizens learning journey. This learning journey can be 
delivered in many different ways. Each of the modules  
is important in contributing to the overall vision of the 
programme. This learning journey is often described  
in this toolkit as ‘The river’ (see Activity 0.5).
For more detailed information on the learning journey 
and for a wide range of additional activities which could 
be adapted for digital delivery see the Active Citizens 
Facilitator’s Toolkit.
Below are the four modules of the Active Citizens 
learning journey.
 
 

In simple terms the logic of the learning journey  
could be described in the following way:
Building confidence, self-awareness and value for 
difference through Module 1 (Me: Identity and 
culture) we can have better conversations across 
difference in Module 2 (Me and You: Dialogue)  
which leads to a deeper and understanding of the 
issues and opportunities in our communities in  
Module 3 (We Together: Local and global 
communities) which in turn enables greater trust  
and insight into how to transform challenging issues  
in Module 4 (Planning and delivering social action).
Further information on how to deliver the learning 
journey digitally is provided in this toolkit at the 
beginning of each module.

Introduction:
to Active
Citizen’s

Me: Identity
and culture

Me and you:
Dialogue

We together:
Communities

Planning and 
delivering social 

action

© British Council
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5.1 Adapting activities for digital
This toolkit provides a small selection of 
activities for each module of the learning 
journey. For additional activities there is 
the option of adapting activities from the 
Active Citizens facilitator’s toolkit.
Adapting activities is often quite straight forward.  
Here’s some tips depending on the apps you are  
using for delivery.

Adapting for video calls
Video calls include several functions which mimic 
face-to-face workshops, like raise your hand and 
break-out rooms. This can make adapting activities for 
this format quite straightforward – unless the activity 
requires physical interaction between participants. 
Key tips
• Post simple instructions in the chat explaining 

how to do the activity. It can be harder to hold the 
attention of the whole group in an online workshop, 
posting the instructions avoids the possibility of 
confusion and delays. Do the same for any key 
messages at the end of the session. Consider using 
templates or Powerpoint slides as a background 
whilst participants are working on their own to 
complete an activity; (See the template and chat 
instructions in ‘Forest of expectations’).

• Break into small groups quickly, avoid long  
plenary introductions to keep participants active and 
engaged. Identify the groups in advance to avoid 
delays in assigning people to rooms. Avoid splitting 
the group into pairs, instead invite participants to 
initially work on their own or go for three participants 
and above each time you split into break-out rooms 
in case one participant experiences technical issues; 
(See the use of break-out rooms for ‘Two truths  
and a lie’).

• Ensure the technical host is prepared and 
flexible. Giving the technical host detailed 
information in advance will support smooth delivery, 
at the same time the technical host should be 
prepared to respond to changes in the agenda and 
improvise as issues or opportunities emerge;  
(See preparation ‘World café’).

• Find creative ways to mimic physical interaction 
with cameras on invite participants to dance,  
create statues, stretch into and out of the screen, 
walk a tightrope (in their chair), or use digital 
collaboration tools to move avatars around a space;  
(See the use of cameras on and off in ‘Anyone who’). 

• Use specialist apps to bring activities online. 
Whilst it’s usually best to keep things simple and use 
just a few apps for your delivery. There may be times 
when you need to use a specialist app to translate  
a face-to-face activity online. For example the app 
‘Gather Town’ can be used to deliver Fishbowl or 
World café and Google Maps can be a useful app  
for Community Mapping; (See the use of WhatsApp 
voice notes for ‘I am from’).

Adapting for mobile chat  
Delivering activities through mobile chat apps requires 
a higher level of adaptation than video calls. With  
a limited number of functions, mobile chat apps often 
work best for ‘Digital Whenever’ activities where the 
participants are able to complete most of the activity 
working alone in their community.
Key tips
• Create a short audio note ‘podcast’ introduction  

to the activity. Make sure it feels energising, personal 
and relevant to the group your working with by 
including local music and personal touches. Keep it 
short, 1 to 2 minutes is usually enough. Make sure 
the instructions to the activity are very simple and 
easy to follow. (See Community mapping, Digital 
Whenever).

• Encourage participants to first work alone, doing 
reflection and research, and then connect, share,  
or see the work of others.

• Consider creating attractive ‘posters’ which can 
be posted on the app, include the key instructions  
on the poster and after the activity and key 
messages and findings from the group.

• Use a Collaboration app to present the groups 
work. Share a link to a ‘gallery wall’ of all the findings 
and work which emerged from the group; (See Forest  
of expectations).

• Consider a blended approach involving  
face-to-face meet-ups to enhance trust-building 
amongst participants. Combining mobile app delivery 
with either face-to-face or a video call at the start 
and end of the workshop can help to create the 
sense of a shared journey.

• Follow-up via one-to-one calls with participants  
and create opportunities for small group calls;  
(See ‘Small group coaching’ activity). 
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5.2 Icebreakers and energisers
Learning outcomes 
• Team-building
• Networking 
• Motivating the group 
Here’s a few examples of short 2–5 minute ice-breakers 
and energisers that can help your group stay focused 
and active throughout the workshop.
• Invite the group to share in the app chat box their 

answer to a stimulating question or provocation.  
For example it could be any of the following (the 
facilitator chooses one in advance):
• If we went to your house what would you cook  

for us and why?
• ‘One word that describes one element of your 

personality’. We know you all have multiple 
identities and characteristics, we want you to 
share just one of those!

• How you’re feeling today by using the language  
of the weather i.e. I’m feeling cloudy, sunny,  
rainy etc.

• What did you have for breakfast this morning?
• Something that makes you feel happy about  

being with us here today?
• Something that you learned or inspired  

you during yesterday’s workshop.
• A suggestion you have for the facilitators  

or group moving forward.
• Physical stretching

• Warm up your muscles. Now stretch your body 
outside of your video camera ‘box’. Now re-enter 
the box as slowly as you can.

• Lean away from the screen as far as you can  
whilst staying safe (don’t fall off your chair).  
Now lean in to the screen so we’re all really  
up close.

• Dance-athon, choose a track you want to  
include in our group playlist and post it in the  
chat. To welcome us into the day we’re going  
to have a dance. Feel free to turn your cameras  
off and just dance from the waist up or waist  
down. Or get up and go wild.

• Visualisation and meditation
• Facilitators should create your own visualisation  

in advance or find one on the internet. Example: 
‘Let’s turn off our cameras. We’re going to take  
a breath, relax out muscles and slowly close our 
eyes or fix our gaze away from the screen on 
something that is still. ‘We’re going to imagine  
that we are… gathering together around the 
campfire, by a small river, the weather is calm,  
we are surrounded by friends…’

• If you are not experienced at leading meditation 
facilitators should ideally pre-prepare a script  
for meditation. Invite participants to turn off their 
cameras, relax, find stillness, connecting to the 
floor with their feet or firmly sat on their chair in  
a comfortable position. ‘You are invited to breathe, 
feel the breath entering your body and leaving 
your body…’ At the end of the meditation invite 
participants to rejoin the space, opening their  
eyes and turning their cameras on.

• Invite participants to ‘think of a time when you’… 
then add a relevant statement i.e. ‘had a truly 
wonderful experience’, ‘felt deeply connected  
to nature’ etc. give participants to reflect and 
connect with the experience looking away from 
the screen and then invite a few participants  
to share their stories.

• Short fun activities
• Activities detailed in this toolkit like ‘Count to  

twenty’, ‘Anyone who’ or ‘Image theatre’ can be 
abbreviated to create exciting and fun, short 
energisers with a meaning.

• Invite participants one by one to throw a ball  
to another participant – they call the name of the 
other participant and then to act out the actions  
of throwing the (pretend) ball on their video 
camera. The receiving participant then acts  
out catching the ball and chooses someone  
else to throw it to.

• Invite participants to respond to a quiz or  
poll which tests their knowledge or finds  
out information from the group.

• Use websites and apps which are designed  
for games and fun
• Examples include Wheel of Names,  

Squigglebirds and Creative Tensions.
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Learning outcomes 
• Understand Active Citizens.
• Confidence to participate digitally.
• Team-building and networking within the group.
A key challenge and opportunity of the introduction session is that participants may not be accustomed  
to using online tools. With this in mind you’ll need to start simply, spending time to ensure all participants feel 
comfortable and able to engage with the apps and technology. At the same time there is also an opportunity  
as participants may be excited and motivated by the opportunity to play and explore in ways that are  
new to them. 
Make sure you establish ground-rules early in the process, this supports safety and inclusion  
throughout the learning journey.
As covered on the page 9, facilitators can blend three types of activity according to the needs of their participants, 
including Digital Together activities, where people come together to participate online at the same time i.e video 
calls or virtual whiteboards, Digital Whenever activities, where people participate in the same activity online in 
their own time i.e. ‘sometime over the next two days please record a voice note on WhatsApp about…’, and  
Digital Forever – a hub of pre-made links and resources to deepen learning. 
The activities below are marked with icons for Digital Together, Digital Whenever and Digital Forever  
for ease of navigation. 

Activities:
Introduction
to Active Citizens 

Digital Together

Digital Whenever

Digital Forever
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0.1 
I am here
(20 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Self-awareness.
• Value for diversity.

Summary
A ‘grounding’ exercise for the group which allows  
for reflection and sharing of perspectives with other 
participants in the group.

Preparation
Participants need to be added to an instant messaging 
app group, and you will need to be able to demonstrate 
how to use the voice note recording function in the  
app as part of explaining the approach.

Approach: Digital Together
1. In plenary, share that the purpose of this activity is  
 to acknowledge ‘where’ we are. We will acknowledge  
 the diverse moments and spaces that we, as   
 individuals, are currently occupying, and bring  
 them into this shared digital space.
2. Before beginning, check that all participants have  
 access to the mobile chat app’ and know how to  
 make a voice recording. (Note – Participants should  
 be given the option to either record a voice note of  
 write their reflection into the chat, depending on  
 their individual preference).
3. Share the following instructions with the group:  
 in the next four minutes you will be free to stay  
 wherever you are or to take a walk around the room,  
 your building or neighbourhood. Your task is to be  
 present, acknowledging and noticing where you  
 are. You can interpret this in your own way.
4. After four minutes your task is to record a short  
 voice note or written message (up to 45 seconds for  
 voice notes) on the instant messaging app that  
 begins with the words ‘I am here’.
 In this voice message you may want to share  
 about a place (such as the room, neighbourhood 
 or country you are in),) or it could be about this  
 moment in time in your life. Please only share  
 things you are comfortable with and willing for  
 anyone in this group to listen to.

5. After recording your ‘I am here’ voice message  
 please sit and actively listen or read three or four  
 of the reflections from other participants. Then  
 return back to this plenary group in ten minutes  
 time. I will write a message on the instant messaging  
 app to call you back to plenary. As a facilitator you  
 will then write or record these instructions onto the  
 instant messaging app, as well as your own ‘I am here’  
 voice message.
6. Before we begin let’s connect to our bodies.  
 Unless you need your phone or tablet to hear, put  
 down anything you are holding. Sit or stand in a  
 comfortable way. Turn your gaze away from your  
 screen or phone. Take a deep breath. Stretch out  
 and relax your body.
 ‘I… am… here’.
 You are now free to be present wherever you are.  
 See you in ten minutes.

Debrief
• How did that activity make you feel? Why?
• How did you feel observing, sharing or listening?
• Whilst we share the same digital space, our  

physical and emotional bodies bring with them  
a hugely diverse range of experiences and realities. 
Experiences and realities which should be 
acknowledged and from which we can learn.

Approach: Digital Whenever 
1. Adapt the above instructions and post on the  
 sharing app as a task that can be completed at any  
 point during x day or week of the workshop.
2. Explaining the approach for the activity could  
 be done entirely on the instant messaging app  
 through a voice note or short video.
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0.2 
Scavenger hunt
(30 minutes)  

Learning outcomes
• Network and build trust within the group.
• Sharing cultural perspectives.

Summary
A fun way and energetic way to enable trust building 
within a group digitally and begin sharing different 
cultural perspectives.

Preparation and materials
None.

Approach
1. Share that this activity will enable us to share  
 and learn about each other.
2. Invite participants to quickly go on a scavenger  
 hunt throughout their house. Here are some   
 examples of the kinds of things you can ask them  
 to look for. 

• Find an item that represents one aspect  
of your personality.

• Find the item that makes you feel happy.
• Find an item attached to a powerful memory.
• Find something linked to a community  

or culture you belong to.
3. Depending on whether you are delivering this  
 activity as Digital Together or Digital Whenever and  
 the app you are using, you may choose different  
 ways of sharing. Taking photos and posting them  
 along with a short description on a phone chat app.  
 Using email. Or presenting them in person in small  
 break-out groups via a video chat app.

Debrief
• How did that activity make you feel?
• Was it easy or difficult to choose items  

for sharing? Why?
• Did you hear something from another participant  

that was interesting? What was it?
• Were you surprised by anything that was  

shared? Why?
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0.3 
Forest of expectations
(40 minutes)  

Learning outcomes
• Self-confidence.
• Understanding what the groups wants from the 

workshop.
• Value for diversity.

Summary
Participants use templates to create a ‘forest of 
expectations’ which reveal their hopes for the workshop 
as well as what they are bringing to make it a success. 

Preparation and materials
Each participant will need pen and paper – or if you 
have good connectivity you can use a whiteboard app.
Pre-prepare key messages to share in the chat.
You may wish to share the resource image below with 
the group. Or ask them to draw a tree if they are using 
pen and paper.

Approach: Video call app
1. Share that this activity will enable us to share 
 and learn from stories of success.
2. In Active Citizens we imagine that each community  
 we work with is like a forest with trees, rooted in the  
 soil of the community.
3. Let’s begin by exploring some of the characteristics  
 of trees:

• What are some of the trees you value in your 
communities? What do you value them for? i.e. 
shelter, fruit, firewood, medicine, stabilizing the 
landscape…

• What are some of the things which enable trees  
to live a long time, surviving winds, storms and 
changing climates…? i.e. deep roots, strong  
but flexible trunk… also being part of a bigger  
eco-system provides the nutrients, moisture  
and shelter a tree needs to grow.

4. Share the following instructions: We are going  
 to begin this activity by drawing ourselves as a tree.  
 Around the roots we invite you to write the values  
 and skills you are bringing to this workshop and  
 around the branches you will share what you want  
 to achieve by the end of the workshop. 

Post in the chat
1. Draw your tree.
2. Roots: write the values and skills you are bringing.
3. Branches: write what you want to achieve by the  
 end of the workshop.
4. Please draw and write your answers on a piece of  
 paper and, if you are able take a picture and post  
 them in the mobile chat app, or write your answers  
 as a text in the chat. (You may also want to share  
 the template at the end of this activity)
5. Participants spend time drawing a tree or plant on  
 paper along with their responses to the 2 questions  
 (5-7 minutes). They then post pictures of their trees  
 on a mobile chat app (which we recommend using  
 alongside your video call app). If they are unable to  
 post pictures, they can also post text responses in  
 the chat.
6. Now send the participants to break-out rooms:
 Participants are split into breakout groups of three  
 or four. They introduce themselves briefly (30  
 seconds each) and share about their image, their  
 roots and branches.
 Invite participants not just to say what they wrote but  
 explain why they wrote those answers (15 minutes).
 Facilitators hover around the groups listening  
 in with cameras off… noting what they hear. The  
 co-facilitator focuses on downloading pictures and  
 posting them onto a whiteboard app to represent  
 the forest.

Debrief
1. Start with the roots. Share some of the key themes  
 that emerged in the participants answers as well as  
 anything that seemed interesting or different.
2. Identify softer attitudes and skills (listening, patience,  
 empathy) and harder attitudes and skills (technical  
 project management, can do attitude etc).   
 Acknowledge that valuing and being able to apply  
 both is vital for working in the community.
3. Summarise what the participants want to achieve  
 by the end of the workshop. Explain how their  
 expectations link to the overall objectives of the  
 workshop and how this information will be useful  
 for facilitators when they reflect on and adapt the  
 workshop agenda each evening.
4. Finally note that the trunk of the tree represents  
 the way the group work together, invite the group  
 in plenary to share some ideas for principles of  
 working together in the chat i.e.‘respect one   
 another’s opinion’, ‘turn on cameras if the   
 connection is good’.
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5. Share with the group: The diversity of experience  
 and attitudes in the group is rich and will help this  
 tree to grow strong and live a long life. Diversity  
 within a community (just like diversity in a forest)  
 can help communities adapt in a changing world.  
 Diversity of cultures and perspectives encourages  
 new ideas, relationships and solutions. Diversity  
 has the potential to make communities more  
 flexible and resilient.

Approach: Digital Whenever 
Introduce the activity using a short 1-2 minute video or 
podcast followed by the three key instructions: ‘1. Draw 
your tree 2. Roots: write the values and skills you are 
bringing. 3. Branches: write what you want to achieve  
by the end of the workshop. Please draw and write your 
answers on a piece of paper or using an online app. 
Then take a picture and post them onto the mobile  
chat app’ (or onto the group Whiteboard app).

Template

 
2. Branches: What do you want to achieve by the end of this workshop?

1. Roots: What attitudes, skills or experiences do you have that could nourish this network?
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0.4
Visioning together
(90 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Understand Active Citizens vision.

Summary
Participants understand Active Citizens vision  
and take ownership of it.

Preparation and materials
1. We’re going to imagine that the Active Citizens vision  
 is like a horizon. The horizon will give us a good  
 sense of direction though we may never get there.  
 We’re going to reflect on what this vision means  
 to each us.
2. Explain that the Active Citizens vision has two key  
 themes: 1. Building trust and understanding 2.  
 Achieving sustainable development. In this activity  
 some of us will focus on trust and understanding and  
 others on sustainable development.
3. Explain that in groups of 5, participants will consider  
 three questions. Share the template in the chat and  
 or on WhatsApp. Post the key questions in the chat.
 a. What do you understand by the terms   
  ‘building trust and understanding?
 b. What are the challenges to achieving trust  
  and understanding in your community/ies?
 c. What are you proud of about your   
  community/ies that could help in building  
  trust and understanding?
 Or (note your group will only focus on one key theme  
 either ‘trust and understanding’ or ‘sustainable  
 development’, the facilitator will tell you which theme  
 to focus on).
 a. What do you understand by the terms   
  ‘sustainable development?
 b. What are the challenges to achieving   
  sustainable development in your 
  community/ies?
 c. What are you proud of about your   
  community/ies that could help to achieve  
  sustainable development?
4. Send the participants to break-out groups,   
 approximately five people in each, inform each  
 group which set of questions they will need to  
 answer, invite the participants to answer the   
 questions whilst sharing stories and examples based  
 on their own lives and communities (40 minutes).  
 Share with the participants they should take a few  
 basic notes but don’t try to capture everything.

5. Visit each break-out room and inform participants  
 they should now make creative presentations so that  
 they can share the essence of their discussion with  
 other groups. The presentations will last no longer  
 than 2 minutes. Communicating an inspiration  
 from the conversation through creating an  
 experience.
 You do not have to share all the key points. 
 The main purpose of the creative presentation  
 is to communicate one or two important themes  
 which were discussed using art to bring them to  
 life. Work together to create a short 2 minute  
 experience which communicates these key themes.  
 You may want to use poetry, acting, dance, quiz or  
 images…. you have 15 minutes to prepare this. 
6. Bring the groups back to plenary. Invite each group  
 to share their creative presentation for two minutes.

Debrief
• What was learned during the exercise? What inspired 

the group?
• What change is required in the community to achieve 

our vision?
• Do they see any relationship between ‘peaceful 

co-existence’ and ‘fair and just communities’?
• How did it feel making the creative presentations?  

Did it change the conversation in any way?
• Are there any issues participants are passionate 

about? These could be an opportunity for social 
action.

When we communicate ideas and concepts online or  
in person we need to be able to grab people’s attention 
and touch people’s hearts as well as their heads.
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0.5
Active Citizens learning  
journey – the river
(50 minutes)  

Learning outcomes
• Improved understanding of the Active Citizens 

methodology – the learning journey.

Summary
An activity to support familiarisation  
with the Active Citizens learning journey.

Preparation and materials
You will need to create breakout groups in your meeting 
app, if you are working with more in 6 participants.
Each group will need to a space to write  
collaboratively, this could be a whiteboard or chat 
function (a chat messaging app would also work).

Approach
1. Show an image of a landscape similar  
 to the one below.
 The Active Citizens methodology can  
 be represented as a single image.

• The vision (Horizon).
• The learning journey (river) that takes us  

towards our vision. This river is embedded in  
the local community – which is full of challenges 
(pollutants) and opportunities (nutrients and life). 
The Active Citizens networks are symbolised  
by trees and forests which stabilise the 
landscape in which the river flows.

2. Start by asking the participants if anyone  
 lives near or knows of a river in their community? 

• Where do rivers begin? i.e. up in the mountains  
or in the clouds as rainfall as small droplets or 
streams.

3. Share this brief story about the river (no longer  
 than 7/8 minutes), using images.
4. ‘Let’s imagine our river taking shape up in the  
 mountains. It begins as small fast streams that adapt  
 to the landscape. These small streams represent  
 Module One: Our identities and cultures. 
 As these streams come down the mountain they  
 meet create energy and turbulence, here they  
 become deeper and stronger. This point where  
 they meet represents Module Two: Dialogue. 
 As the rivers join together and flow out onto the  
 lowlands they get bigger, slower and more powerful.  
 Now this single river doesn’t just adapt to the  
 landscape but shapes the landscape, becoming 
 a big resource for people and eco-systems.  
 This represents Module Three: We together. 
 Finally the river enters the sea as a single body  
 of water (a single collective movement) or as lots of  
 small streams (lots of small actions). This represents  
 Module Four: Social action in the world. 
5. Share with the group. The journey you will take  
 during the workshop is known as ‘the river’.  
 The river has a logic to it. The process is designed  
 to empower people to work together peacefully  
 to improve their communities. Let’s explore  
 the logic in groups.

  

Vision

AC 
networks

Local landscape  
full of challenges and 
opportunities

Learning journey
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Debrief
1. Ask the group to share their ideas about the logic  
 of the learning journey.
2. Now share the basic logic (see below).
Notes for the facilitator: (a simple explanation  
of the learning journey)
There is a simple set of assumptions that underpins  
the learning journey. See below:
Building confidence and self-awareness and value for 
difference through Module 1 we can have better 
conversations across difference in Module 2 which  
leads to a deeper understanding of the issues and 
opportunities in our communities in Module 3 which  
in turn enables greater trust and more insightful ideas 
around how to transform challenging issues in Module 4. 
This is one way of describing the loose logic of the 
learning journey.
It is important to note that although the learning journey 
is presented as step-by-step journey, which makes it 
easy to remember and understand. In reality learning 
and change rarely happens in this step-by-step way.
This is one reason why we use the metaphor of the river. 
Rivers are not straight, they twist and turn, and they are 
in fact more like cycles as the water for the streams  
of Module 1 come from the evaporated water of the 
river and sea of Module 4. Life is not a straight line,  
it’s messier than that. 

Share in the group chat box the full module  
headings and learning outcomes: 

 Me: Identity and culture
• Self-confidence
• Self-awareness
• Understand how identities and cultures form  

and change
• Value different perspectives

 Me and You: Dialogue
• Learn and share through dialogue
• Support dialogue in the community

 We Together: Communities
• Identify issues and opportunities
• Identify who’s involved
• Understand systems and power in the community
• Increased motivation to act

 Plan and deliver social action
• Project planning skills
• Project management skills

6. Share with the group: in break-out rooms you  
 will answer this question:
 What do you think is the logic behind the flow of the  
 learning journey? (i.e. Why do you think the journey  
 starts with exploring our own identities and cultures,  
 and then engaging in dialogue? Why not start with  
 research in the community?). Each group should  
 prepare to share their understanding of the logic.
7. Send the group to break-out rooms (4 – 6 people)  
 to discuss the logic.
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0.6 
Forest of impact
(75 minutes)  

Learning outcomes
• Self-confidence.
• Improved tools and techniques for facilitation.
• Improved understanding of the Active Citizens 

programme, especially what drives success.
• Value for diversity.

Summary
This activity is for participants, partners or British 
Council staff who have participated in or delivered 
Active Citizens before. They use templates to create  
a ‘forest of impact’ which reveal the impact of Active 
Citizens in the community and encourage reflection  
on what enabled that success to happen.

Preparation and materials
Each participant will need a pen and paper – or if you 
have good connectivity you can use a whiteboard app.
Pre-prepare key messages to share in the chat.
You may wish to share the resource image below with 
the group. Or ask them to draw a tree if they are using 
pen and paper.

Approach
1. Share that this activity will enable us to share  
 and learn from stories of success.
2. In Active Citizens we imagine that each community  
 we work with is like a tree, rooted in the soil of the  
 community (this is the metaphor we use in the ‘Tree  
 of expectations’ activity). In this sense as Active  
 Citizens (participants, facilitators or partners) we  
 have had the experience of cultivating different  
 ‘trees’ (communities). And in this way we represent  
 a forest of experience.
3. Share the template: (TRUNK) Share something you  
 are proud of that Active Citizens has achieved in a  
 community/ies you have worked with. (ROOTS) What  
 are the things that enabled it to happen? (ROOTS)  
 Did you contribute to this story of success, if so what  
 personal qualities did you bring? (FRUIT) What was  
 the impact?
4. Participants spend twenty minutes working on their  
 own answering the questions and preparing their  
 tree. If working individually, this is a good time to  
 turn cameras off.
5. Bring the group back to plenary and explain the  
 next steps in the activity.
6. Participants should now share what they have  
 created with others in a break-out group.

7. Create break-out groups of three.
8. In each group of three, each participant will  
 have a role. 
 Person one: shares (5 minutes). Don’t share   
 everything. Only share what you feel is comfortable  
 to share. Focus on the stories. 
 Person two: documenter Document what you  
 hear/see/understand using a pen/pencil/crayon 
 and paper. Use drawings or words. After share 
 what you heard (1 minute).
 Person three: listener Just listen!! Don’t attempt  
 to write anything. Make sure that the sharer knows  
 that you are listening carefully. After person two has  
 shared their reflections, take a moment to consider  
 all that you have heard and then share with them  
 three words as a gift to them to them (1 minute).
 This process should take around 10 minutes.
9. The process is then repeated with each of the  
 participants having the opportunity to share their  
 story, play the role of the documenter and the  
 listener. Note that participants will need to manage  
 their time carefully to ensure everyone has an  
 opportunity to play each role in the time available. 
 After 35 minutes bring the group back together  
 in plenary.

Debrief
• How did that activity make you feel? Why?
• How did you feel observing, sharing or listening?  

The listener? The observer?
• Share with the group that some of us may be more 

comfortable in particular roles but all of these are 
useful skills and insights for facilitators and we should 
seek to build our skills and abilities as story-tellers, 
listeners and observers.

• Did we notice any patterns in terms of what we’re 
proud of and what’s creating that?

• In this room we have a diverse forest of amazing 
experiences and stories. What role do forests play in 
a landscape? i.e. they help to stabilise the landscape, 
they absorb pollutants and produce oxygen etc. This 
is what Active Citizens can do in our communities.

• Going deeper. As Active Citizens facilitators we 
should value diversity and the role it plays in our 
communities. Does anyone know why diversity is 
important in sustaining eco-systems over time?  
See box on next page.
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What did it create? What’s the impact 
(planned and unexpected)

What are the things that enabled it to happen?
Did you contribute? If so what personal qualities  
did you bring?

Share something you 
are proud of. Such as what  

Active Citizens achieved  
in a community/ies 

you have worked with. 

Valuing diversity
Whilst order and efficiency is vital for survival, it’s the messy possibility of new and surprising  
relationships that allows a system to flexibly respond in a changing landscape.
And that’s true for communities as much as it is for forests.
‘In unstable environments the health of an eco-system depends on maintaining a fluctuating balance 
between consistent and repettitive interactions and exposure to new and different stimuli.’ 
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Module 1 
Me: Identity and culture 
Learning outcomes 
• Self-confidence.
• Self-awareness.
• Understand how identities and cultures  

form and change.
• Value different perspectives.

Delivering Module 1 digitally
It can take longer online to build a safe space,  
where people feel comfortable and able to connect  
and share about themselves and the cultures  
they belong to. Build confidence slowly with simple, 
engaging activities and gradually encourage the 
group to go deeper. 
Unlike in face-to-face workshops participants may  
be joining from their homes or communities, use this  
as an opportunity to connect with their cultures and 
identities by inviting them to bring objects, clothes,  
food and even people into the online experience.
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1.1 
Anyone who…
(15 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Understand how identities form and change  

(we all have multiple identities, some are visible  
many are hidden).

Summary
The exercise encourages participants to share 
information about themselves with the group in  
a safe way and the group begin to explore the  
idea of hidden and visible identities.

Preparation and materials
Chairs in a circle with one chair removed. 

Approach
1. Start by asking all the participants to turn  
 off their cameras.
2. The facilitator shares the instructions ‘I will now  
 share a statement that is true about me. Whoever  
 identifies with that statement needs to turn on  
 their camera. 
3. The facilitator states we are going to start with  
 our visible identities, these are things we can see,  
 for example.
 • Anyone wearing spectacles.
 • Anyone wearing jeans. 
 • Anyone wearing jeans. 
4. After sharing a statement the facilitator nominates  
 someone who has turned their camera on to share  
 a visible identity statement. Everyone else turns  
 their camera off. The statement is shared and  
 anyone who identifies with the statement turns on  
 their camera and the process is repeated two or  
 three times. As people get the hang of it, you could  
 introduce a new rule like ‘the last person to turn  
 their camera on goes next’.
5. The facilitator now declares we are going to do  
 the same, this time we will do if for hidden identities.
 •  Anyone who loves listening to music.
 •  Anyone who thinks all humans deserve.  
   to be treated with fairness and respect.
 •  Anyone who believes in gender equality.
 •  Anyone who is doing voluntary work to help  
   their community. 
6. The facilitator then nominates a person with their  
 camera on to choose a new hidden identity   
 statement and begin the game again.

Debrief 
Key message: how we respond to these questions 
reflects our identity, who we are as individuals.  
We may share the same beliefs with a group of 
people on one topic and have different beliefs on 
other things. This is true within our cultures and 
across cultures. In this sense we belong to multiple 
groups at the same time. 
Who we are is defined not just by what is visible  
but also by what is hidden.
So what makes you ‘you’? What makes up your  
personal identity? 
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1.2
Me and my identity
(80 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Self-awareness.
• Understand how identities and cultures form,  

are expressed, change and are connected.
• Value different perspectives.

Summary
An opportunity for participants to get to know one 
another and identify what they care about. Explore 
concepts of identity and community. Participants draw 
a picture representing themselves with a heart in the 
centre. Around the heart they post words representing 
the things that are important to them. The closer to the 
heart, the more important it is. Participants share in 
pairs and in the wider group before debriefing.

Approach: Digital Together
1. Share with participants the basic instructions: 
a) Draw a representation of yourself, it could be   
 anything (an animal, a symbol, a person). Make sure  
 your picture has a ‘centre’, for example: a heart.
b) Now write down, things that are important to you  
 on separate strips of paper, at this moment in your  
 life. This could be people, places, values you hold,  
 objects, ideas…. write at least 7 or 8.
c) Now place or stick these slips of paper closer to the  
 centre of your image if they feel more important, and  
 further away if they feel a bit less important.
d) Notice why these things are important right now at  
 this moment in your life. Do you feel these things are  
 largely fixed or have they changed over time? Why?
Note: you don’t need to prioritise, you could have 
several things the same distance from the centre  
(i.e. things like family, social justice, religion may all  
be the same distance).

2. The facilitator now models this process by briefly  
 presenting their pre-prepared image along with the  
 things that are important to them. Make sure you  
 share a couple of heart-felt stories as to why these  
 things are important at this moment in their life  
 (5 minutes).
3. The participants now work on their own to create  
 their images. (20 minutes).
4. The facilitator now brings everyone back and  
 explains the sharing process (see below).
They will have 30 minutes in break-out groups of 3.

The sharing process
The three people in your group will each hold different 
roles that rotate during the time you share.
Person one: shares (5 minutes). Don’t share 
everything. Only share what you feel is comfortable  
to share. Focus on the stories, especially why these 
things are important to you right now.
Person two: documenter Document what you hear/
see/understand using a pen/pencil/crayon and paper. 
Use drawings or words. After share what you heard  
(1 minute).
Person three: listener Just listen!! Don’t attempt to 
write anything. Make sure that the sharer knows that 
you are listening carefully. After person two has shared 
their reflections, take a moment to consider all that you 
have heard and then share with them three words  
as a gift to them to them (1 minute).

Approach: Digital Whenever 
This activity can be done by participants in their own 
time. Share the activity as a short video or podcast  
on the mobile chat app. Invite participants to either 
connect and share via one-to-one phone calls 
(put them into pairs), or as three’s on a group call. 
Alternatively invite them to upload an image and video 
or audio explaining their identity picture and hen 
allocate people to listen to each other’s story and leave 
a gesture of thanks whenever they have time.
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Debrief
How did that activity make you feel? Why?
• Explain that talking about things we care about 

motivates us and can make us feel proud. It can  
also make us feel more connected with others.  
To motivate people and build trust and 
understanding, we need to touch their heart  
as well as their head.

• It could make us feel uncomfortable and vulnerable 
as we reveal things to others about ourselves and 
discover things about others.

Sharing with others is challenging and takes time  
and sensitivity.
We have multiple identities that which is shared is  
an opportunity (to build trust). That which is different  
is also an opportunity to learn, and can enhance the 
adaptability of the systems we are part of.
Are our identities fixed or fluid?
Our identities like the landscapes we’re part of, are not 
fixed we’re fluid. We’re all shaped by the world around 
us and we’re all shaping it. We are the sculptors and  
we are the clay.
When working on issues related to social change  
there can be value in being both the sculptor (leading 
from the front) and the clay (a resource which is  
shaped and moulded by the communities we are  
part of). Knowing when to be the sculptor and when  
to be clay is a key skill for leaders in a rapidly  
changing world.
Through this activity we’ve been exploring  
personal identities. One of the big points of creativity 
and tension in the world today is the distance we  
find between people’s personal identities (how they  
see themselves) and their social identities (how others 
and wider society sees us). We’re not in a vacuum,  
we’re in a landscape sculpted by a legacy of  
colonialism and historical injustice and renegotiating 
social identities and the systems that reinforce  
them is important. 
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1.3 
I am from…
(30 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Self-awareness.
• Value for diversity.
• Improved understanding of how identities  

and cultures form and change.

Summary
A chance to share and listen to stories of where  
people come from in geographical terms, spiritually  
and in terms of their identity. It is best to do this activity 
after participants already know each other and feel 
comfortable and able to share.

Preparation 
The facilitator may wish to prepare an example 
recording ‘I am from’ to give participants inspiration.

Approach: Digital Together
1. This activity is similar to the activity ‘I am here’  
 on page 59. The main difference is that it’s deeper  
 reflection which stimulates conversation on how  
 identities and cultures form and change. It also helps  
 participants to reflect on the role we play a role in  
 creating our own stories of identity and belonging.
2. Share that the purpose of this activity is to share  
 something about what makes us who we are. 
3. Before beginning, check that all participants have  
 access to the mobile chat app. 
4. If you are using a video chat app you may wish  
 to ask participants to turn off their video, before  
 listening to the instructions. Wait until this  
 has been done.
Share the following instructions with the group:  
Your task is to reflect on where you are from.  
You can interpret this in your own way. 
‘Take three minutes to relax and reflect. Now create  
a short voice message (no longer than 45 seconds) 
beginning with the phrase ‘I am from…’. Each time 
you start a new sentence, begin the new sentence 
with ‘I am from’. 
Post the recording to the mobile chat app.
Feel free to be creative or poetic. You may want  
to share about a place (such as the neighbourhood 
or country you are in) or about something that  
has helped to make you who you are. Please only 
share things you are comfortable sharing.
The facilitator should now model an example reflecting 
their own sense of identity i.e. ‘I am from a curiosity to 
learn about other human beings. I am from fried foods and 
garden vegetables. I am from miners and teachers, smoky 
pubs and garden parties, I am from worry and hope…’

5. Inform participants: after recording your ‘I am from’  
 voice message please sit and actively listen without  
 judgement to any of the other sound recordings.  
 Try to listen to at least four or five. Then return to this  
 plenary group in 10-15 minutes time. A message  
 will appear on the mobile app calling you back to  
 plenary. These instructions are also repeated  
 on the sharing app.
6. Share with the group: Before we begin let’s connect  
 to ourselves. Unless you need your phone or tablet  
 to hear, put down anything you are holding. Sit or  
 stand in a comfortable way. Turn your gaze away  
 from your screen or phone. Take a deep breath.  
 Stretch out and relax your body. Take your time.  
 Notice where you are. Take a breath in, and out.  
 Be aware of the clothes you are wearing. Notice  
 your body. Your mind. Acknowledge and reflect  
 ‘I am here now, so where am I from?’
 When you are ready, without thinking too much,  
 stand up and share what comes to your mind. \ 
 Begin your voice message… ‘I am from’… See you  
 in 12 minutes.

Debrief
• (Optional for video call app delivery) You may want to 

begin the debrief by inviting participants to turn their 
cameras off and think back to the statements they 
just listened to which were shared by other 
participants. 
Was there a statement which you remember? 
Which made you feel something? When you are 
ready, turn on your camera on and share a 
statement you heard. Then turn your camera off. 
There should only be one person with a camera  
on at any one time.
The facilitator begins by turning the camera on and 
sharing a statement they heard i.e. ‘I am from a city 
with dreams, that are misunderstood’, then turn off 
the camera. Any participant can follow.

• How did you feel sharing or listening to the voice 
notes?

• Did creating or listening to the statements reveal 
anything about how our sense of belonging and 
identity emerges?

• Are our identities fixed? Or do they change? 
• Would anybody like to share an example of when 

their sense of identity or belonging changed?
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1.4 
The memories that make me 
Learning outcomes
• Self-awareness and self-confidence – your story  

and your identity.
• Understand how identities and cultures form, 

 are expressed, change and are connected.
• Value different perspectives.

Preparation
• You will need a paper, a pen and your phone  

(ideally with WhatsApp or similar platform that  
allows for calls and voice notes).

Summary
This is an activity that uses elements of traditional 
storytelling, but is adapted for the modern world.  
As with lots of the activities in this annex, there are  
a number of ways of engaging with it depending on  
the apps you are using. If you’re using a video call  
app, there are some useful tips to be aware of  
when you’re telling your story;
• Everyone has a story to tell.
• Look directly into your camera if you feel 

comfortable doing so, on a call with 20 people,  
you will be looking into 20 people’s eyes, something 
that’s not normally possible.

• Don’t worry too much about the gap after you’ve  
told your story, people are processing things and  
will often be on mute anyway so don’t take it  
a sign that they didn’t enjoy it.

• When you’re telling stories from your homes, there’s 
an opportunity to share some of the objects that  
are meaningful to you; your favourite book, an item  
of clothing that means a lot to you etc… See if there 
might be a way of weaving these into the stories 
you’re sharing, particularly at the early stages  
of the learning journey.

Activity 
1. Explain that through this activity we will sharing  
 stories about ourselves and the make memories  
 we hold. Participants are invited to connect with and  
 share only what they feel comfortable sharing.
2. Share with the participants the following instructions: 
 Find a comfortable chair to sit in, probably best to be  
 near a table so you can write on a piece of paper.  
 Take a deep breath…take three more. Feel the weight  
 of your body on the chair, or the weight of your feet  
 on the floor, take a moment to centre yourself in this  
 moment, in this space, notice the air filling your  
 lungs when you breathe in, and leaving them when 
 you breathe out.
 Then spend the next 5/10 minutes casting your mind  
 back to your childhood, or your early years, between  
 the ages of 5 and 10 maybe. Have a think about  
 some of your first childhood memories, some  
 of the times when you were a child that made you  
 smile; perhaps a birthday party, a holiday, your  
 grandparents reading to you etc, try as much  
 as you can to be specific about times and places.
 Choose one memory that really stays with you, 
 it can be something small, or something bigger,  
 but try to focus on a positive memory.
 For 10/15 minutes try to write down as much as  
 you can about the specifics of the event that you  
 remember; Who was there? What was the weather  
 like? What time of day was it? Could you hear   
 anything special? Why has that memory stuck 
 with you? How were you feeling? Go through the  
 senses and sink into this memory – try to capture  
 it in as much detail as you can, but on less than  
 1 side of A4 paper!!

Approach: Digital Together 
1. In plenary the facilitator may wish to begin by asking  
 participants to share how stories are told in their  
 culture or family.
2. Now invite participants to share a memory they feel  
 comfortable sharing; you can follow your notes or  
 see where the story takes you, it’s your story so  
 there’s no way you can get it wrong!
3. If the group is small (10-12 participants) then you can  
 share in plenary; if the group the is bigger you will  
 need to find ways of forming pairs within the group.  
 You may want to use digital breakout rooms.
4. Each person has 90 seconds to share, once you’ve  
 shared, the storyteller nominates the next person on  
 the screen. If that person is not comfortable sharing  
 they are free to nominate someone else.
5. At the end thank the group for their stories ask the  
 wider group what they liked about the stories; did  
 anything surprise you? Did you learn anything about  
 the group? Do these stories tell us anything about  
 our communities, cultures or identities?
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Approach: Digital Whenever 
Follow the above instructions but this time the 
challenge for participants is to record their story as  
a voice note on a mobile chat app; they shouldn’t worry 
about it being perfect, or even making total sense!!  
Try not to block anything, and go where the story goes, 
enjoy the memory you’re sharing.
• You then have a choice with what you do with it; each 

participant should record a 1 minute voice note on 
WhatsApp and either A) send it to the shared group 
so there is a long list of the stories, or B) share it just 
with a partner in a private message on WhatsApp, so 
that you’re swapping your stories without the rest  
of the group hearing.

• If you’re working with a partner, share your voice 
note and then give them a call afterwards to check in. 
Thank them for the story and tell them what you liked 
about it; did anything surprise you? did you learn 
anything about your partner? Does the story tell us 
anything about our communities, cultures or 
identities?

Debrief 
This can be an emotive exercise and can bring up lots 
of good, and potentially more challenging, memories. 
Ensure that participants only share what they feel 
comfortable sharing and check-in as a group, and 
individually if necessary, at the end of the session.
• How could story-telling help us and our communities 

at different stages of the Active Citizens learning 
journey? i.e. Stories could support dialogue within 
and between communities. They can also help us  
to learn more about the needs, opportunities and 
challenges within the community.

• Share that each of us has stories to share, these 
stories are a great resource for understanding 
ourselves, each other and the communities we are 
part of. Story- telling is also a vital skill that can be 
used to encourage people to understand and  
support our social action projects (taken from  
The Story of My Shoes)
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1.5 
Two truths and one lie
(30 minutes)

Learning outcomes
• Value different perspectives – hold assumptions 

lightly.
• Team-build and network within the group.

Summary
Introduces participants to the idea of assumptions  
and explores how assumptions drive our behaviour.

Preparation
Something for participants to write or type on.
Think about which approach and tools would work  
best for your group. The below approach is focussed  
on using instant messaging app for a low-connectivity 
setting, but you could easily apply this approach to  
a range of different digital tools depending on context.

Approach: Digital Together
1.  Share that participants will be split into smaller 

break-out groups and asked to share their own name  
and three statements about themselves, two of 
which should be true and one of which should be a 
lie. The facilitator should demonstrate this, share 
your name and slowly read out your three 
statements over the video call app, you can also 
post them in the chat i.e. Sara Salvador 1. I own a  
car. 2. I speak three languages. 3. I enjoy climbing 
mountains. Ask the group: which statement do you 
think is the lie?

2. Invite participants to guess which is the lie by by  
 writing in the chat the number of the statement they  
 believe is a lie i.e. some might write ‘2’, others  
 ‘1’ or ‘3’. (5 minutes).
3. Explain that the participants have three minutes  
 to think on their own three statements and note  
 them down two of which should be true and one  
 should be a lie (don’t make it too easy). 
4. Then, put the group into break-out groups of five  
 participants. One participant volunteers to begin by  
 reading out their three statements, they may also  
 want to post them in the chat. The rest of the group  
 will guess the lie by writing the number of the  
 statement they believe is the lie in the chat. After  
 everyone has had a guessed, the participant reveals  
 the answer. Repeat for every member of the small  
 group. A facilitator in each small group could be  
 present to initiate the process if easier. (15 minutes).
5. Plenary debrief.

Approach: Digital Whenever 
Instead of sharing them over a video call, you could  
ask the group to post their 3 statements in small mobile 
chat groups of five people, or alternatively, ask them  
to post them as a whole group on a Whiteboard app  
like Padlet or Jam board. Another option is to use  
a poll where participants vote. 
Participants then respond or vote to share which 
statements they believe are the lie. 

Debrief
• Who in the group found that people guessed 

wrong about them? Ask for examples.
• Ask the participant to share: ‘What were your 

three statements and the lie? What did people 
guess and why did you think they guessed 
wrongly.Conclude by saying ‘Ah, so people 
assumed… [you own a car]. Why do you think they 
assumed this?’ Do this at least two times. 

• What are we doing when we make assumptions? 
Guessing, predicting, stereotyping and so on. 

• Are assumptions good or bad? Gather responses. 
Explain that assumptions are normal, we make 
assumptions all the time – they help us to navigate  
life using our experience and knowledge to guide us. 
At the same time assumptions can lead to different 
forms of discrimination. 

Remind the group that when we encounter other 
people and cultures or when we plan a social action 
project it is important to be aware of the assumptions 
we hold and hold them lightly so that we can question 
and learn as we discover new insights. 
Aware of our assumptions – let’s be aware of the 
assumptions we are holding. Recognise that 
assumptions are not fact, they are influenced by our 
experiences, our identities and cultures.
Hold our assumptions lightly – when we are open  
to the possibility of changing our assumptions we are 
able to learn and discover new possibilities.
We all hold assumptions. Being aware of our 
assumptions and being able to ‘hold them lightly’, 
enables us to build trust, learn quickly and make 
good strategic decisions.
When individuals and communities hold their 
assumptions ‘tightly’ there is less possibility for 
learning and sharing across different perspectives.
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1.6 
Cultural rituals
(90 minutes) 

Summary
This activity allows people to start experiencing 
elements of the cultures and stories within their group, 
drawing on relatively simple technology to start the 
sharing and learning process. In a face-to-face 
workshop, this normally happens once people meet. 
When delivering digitally, this process can start 
remotely, and can take a variety of creative forms.

Approach: Digital Together
1. Ask the participants to spend time outside of the  
 workshop (in the evening or before the start of the  
 session). Share the following instructions. 
 ‘You will create a short (10 minute) experience which  
 reflects something you value about a community or  
 culture they belong to. The community could be  
 your family, your gender, an ethnic group you  
 belong to, your country… or any other group you  
 can think of. 
 The experience could include inviting someone in  
 to share a talent or ritual that you do as part of your  
 community or culture and getting other group  
 members to do it too. Or it could be you sharing  
 a talent you have or a ritual that you do regularly. 
 Try to make the experience participatory, engaging  
 and fun. Feel free to get creative using food, dance,  
 song, games, interesting spaces or people. Don’t  
 worry too much about it, go with what comes  
 naturally, and remember that the people you will be  
 sharing this experience with, may not have done/ 
 seen/heard it before, so be clear and really invite  
 them into it with open arms.
 (no videos or PowerPoints please).
2. Invite the participants to share the experience in  
 break-out groups of 3 or 4 other participants live  
 in the session. (Here’s an example from facilitator  
 Dan Boyden: https://padlet.com/dan_boyden/ 
 swsfwv06b4fkcbt2)

Debrief
It may be that one or two of the participants feel brave 
enough to share their cultural experience with the 
whole group, or it might be that you revisit them again 
towards the end of the workshop.
1. In plenary invite participants to share how they  
 felt delivering or participating in the cultural   
 experiences.
2. Was there anything they found inspiring or   
 surprising?
3. Why might it be useful to share and invite others  
 to discover something about the cultures we  
 belong to?

https://padlet.com/dan_boyden/swsfwv06b4fkcbt2
https://padlet.com/dan_boyden/swsfwv06b4fkcbt2
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1.7 
The world from my window
(30 minutes)

Learning outcomes
• Self-awareness.
• Understand how identities and cultures form,  

are expressed, change and are connected.
• Value different perspectives.

Preparation
You will need a piece of paper and a pen with you  
for this activity.

Approach
As the facilitator, guide the group through the process 
as follows:
1. Share with the group: We’re going to try to unlock  
 our creativity and open up our minds to new ideas  
 and possibilities.
2. Ideally, you will have some sort of window in the  
 space you’re doing this in, ideally that looks outside  
 rather than into another room; if this is happening in  
 a digital space (Digital Together) will need to be able  
 to see out of your window while you go through the  
 exercise, if you’re doing it offline (Digital Whenever)  
 find a window that works for you; perhaps with  
 a familiar view.
3. Either sit in a comfortable chair by that window or  
 stand in a position you feel comfortable staying in  
 for a few minutes at a time. Take a deep breath…  
 take three more. Feel the weight of your body on the  
 chair, or the weight of your feet on the floor, take  
 a moment to centre yourself in this moment, in this  
 space, notice the air filling your lungs when you  
 breathe in, and leaving them when you breathe out.
4. For 90 seconds you’re now invited to look outside,  
 through your window and in silence start to think  
 about the following questions; What can I see? What  
 are my eyes drawn too? Are there things that I’m  
 noticing that I’ve not seen before? It could be the  
 person next door filling up water from the tap,  
 perhaps a bird sitting high up on the branch of  
 a tree, a plane crossing the sky on a cloudless day…. 
 If you find that your mind starts wandering and you  
 start thinking about what you’re having for dinner,  
 or that e-mail you’ve forgotten to send, just bring  
 your attention and your awareness back to your  
 breathing, and the view outside your window,  
 without too much judgement.
5. Come back into the room, shake it out, jump about  
 for 10 seconds and then grab your pen/pencil and  
 sit back in your chair by the window (or stand by the  
 window if you were before).

6. Draw the outline of your window on the paper,  
 as big as you can so there is lots of space inside  
 the window (in the middle of the page!).
7. This time, you’re going to look outside the same  
 window again, for the same amount of time. This  
 time round, as you look outside the window, let the  
 following questions be present in your thoughts,  
 and again see what answers surface; What are the  
 most important things in my life right now? This  
 could be friends who mean a lot to you, your family,  
 your religion, work, living by particular values etc  
 (this exercise could be used throughout the  
 learning journey, see ‘going deeper’ for questions  
 that could be used at this point in the exercise  
 during Modules 2 and 3).
8. As you’re thinking about that question, and looking  
 out of the window, let you mind go wherever it needs  
 to, but if you start thinking about something other  
 than the question, just come back to your breathing  
 and re-focus on the question and see whatever  
 answers may come.
9. Once you’ve finished, take your paper and your pen/ 
 pencil and find a space that you’re comfortable  
 sitting in for around 5 minutes. Start to capture some  
 of the thoughts/feelings you had during the exercise  
 on the paper, inside the window; it could be words  
 that you thought of, images that capture something  
 important, a sentence that you heard. You can  
 draw, write, doodle, whatever works for you…
10. After participants have created their window, the  
 host team should pair participants using technology  
 to share their windows with each other; try as much  
 as you can to be honest but only share what you’re  
 comfortable sharing. Your partner should listen  
 without interrupting, or asking too many questions,  
 it’s a time for you to share something important.  
 Once you’ve shared, invite your partner to talk to  
 you about what’s in their window.
11. After 15/20 minutes, the group should return to  
 plenary and the facilitator should invite anyone to  
 briefly share what’s in their window with the wider  
 group, if they feel comfortable doing so.
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Debrief
• How easy was it to bring your attention to the 

important aspects of your life? How did you feel 
sharing what was inside your window or listening  
to your partner?

• Additional questions here about identities, how they 
shift and change, what we notice about how we 
create stories, the origin stories of belonging and  
the impact they have in the world.

• Explain that talking about things we care about 
motivates us and can make us feel proud. It can  
also make us feel more connected with others.  
To motivate people and build trust and 
understanding, we need to touch their heart  
as well as their head.

• It could make us feel uncomfortable and vulnerable 
as we reveal things to others about ourselves and 
discover things about others. Sharing with others  
is challenging and takes time and sensitivity.

• Were there similarities/differences in the group?  
We often share common identities with many people 
including those whom we assume to be very 
different.

• In the group each of us has experienced life in a 
different way. By understanding more about the 
different perspectives and experiences of other 
people in the group, we can see a bigger picture.

• Share with the group: ‘These pictures tell us 
something about our personal identities. Can anyone 
share an example of when their identities changed?’ 
(Do the sticky notes move at different times in your 
life?) How did they change? And why do you think this 
was? How did this make you feel?’ Examples: When 
I became a mother or father. When I got married.  
After the war broke out. When I travelled to  
another country.

Going deeper
This activity could be adapted very easily to be applied 
at other parts of the learning journey. For instance, you 
could choose to run the activity during Module 2, and 
change the questions that are asked at section 7 of the 
main activity, you could also do the same for Module 3. 
The debrief questions would also need to also be 
adapted slightly to bring in some of the module specific 
Learning Outcomes.
Questions for Module 2 could include:
• As you’re looking out of the window, think about a 

time when you’ve seen dialogue break down between 
people? What happened? What was the outcome? 
Did it have to end in the way it did? Participants can 
then continue with the rest of the activity as is  
written above.

Questions for Module 3 could include:
• As you’re looking out of the window, think about the 

areas in your community that you feel proud of and 
creatively capture what is unique about your 
community etc…

• As you look out of the window, imagine what your 
community looks like at its absolute best, without any 
of the problems that you associate with it, capture 
that…

Approach: Digital Whenever 
1. Give the instructions via the mobile chat app and  
 invite participants to upload a picture of it to the  
 group alongside a 1 minute voice note. 
2. Invite participants to randomly choose three stories  
 to listen to.
Alternatively for participants could be invited to write  
a short story (see www.theworldfrommywindow.com) 
and then send to another participant, or deliver to  
a neighbour?

http://www.theworldfrommywindow.com
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Module 2
Me and you: Dialogue
Learning outcomes 
• Learn and share through dialogue.
• Support dialogue in the community.

Delivering Module 2 digitally
Building trust and skills for dialogue online can be 
daunting, especially if you’re only using a mobile chat 
application. Make sure you establish basic ground rules 
and skills for dialogue amongst the group before 
creating opportunities for deeper conversations which 
involve smaller groups of just three or four participants. 
Initially try to frame the topics of dialogue in 
appreciative language and give participants roles  
such as ‘listener’ or ‘documenter’. As the culture  
of dialogue in the group grows use interactive activities 
like Forum theatre and World café to begin tackling 
challenging issues.
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2.1 
Power of questions

Learning outcomes
• Self-awareness.
• Value for diversity.

Summary
Introduces the skill of questioning as a tool  
for identifying a need for change.

Preparation
Organise your chosen app to be able to pair 
participants in the group.

Approach: Digital Together
1. Share that the purpose of this activity is to explore  
 the power of asking questions and understand how  
 to ask a powerful question.
2. Begin in plenary. Ask for volunteers to share  
 a powerful question that will make another   
 participant, or the group, smile. i.e. ‘Janine what  
 helped you to become so wise at such a young age?’
3. If you are using a chat app which allows personal  
 messaging or voice notes, separate the group into  
 pairs. In the pair each participant should now share  
 a question with makes the other person smile.  
 The participants can respond using an emoji or  
 acknowledgement to indicate how it made them feel.
4. The facilitators should now invite the pairs to share  
 questions with each other that makes the other  
 person feel proud. Repeat the process two or three  
 times; each time, participants should think of  
 a question to trigger a particular positive emotion  
 or reaction. Alternatively, if the app has the option  
 of video break-out rooms you may wish to separate  
 the group into break-out groups of two or three.
5. Back in plenary ask the group if there were any  
 powerful questions expressed. Ask participants what  
 they understand by the term ‘powerful question’. For  
 example, a question that makes me think deeply or  
 differently or which triggers an emotional response.
6. Now play music or invite a short meditation  
 to create a calm and relaxed atmosphere.

7. Invite participants to take one or two minutes away  
 from the phone or screen to think individually about  
 a powerful question they’ve been asked and which  
 they’re willing to share in their pair. Once they have  
 thought of one invite them to share these questions  
 and why they were powerful in the same pairs via  
 either the personal messaging or break-out rooms  
 (the facilitator should decide in advance).

Debrief
• How did that activity make you feel? Why?
• Did any of the questions seem particularly powerful? 

Without sharing the specific questions from your 
pairs (which may be sensitive) can you share what 
you think can make a question powerful. i.e. the 
relationship between the person asking and the 
person being asked, the intention behind the 
question, the way in which we frame the question, 
the environment and moment in which it is asked…

• Ask the group what are some of the different ways 
that powerful questions can have an impact on 
people and the world around us? I.e. they can 
encourage curiosity, they can change the mindset of 
the people we are asking, they can reframe the issue 
as an opportunity, or an opportunity as an issue. 
They can shape our understanding of the world 
around us.

• How as Active Citizens can we use powerful 
questions in the communities we belong to? Would 
anybody like to share any specific examples.

An example of how changing the question can change 
mindsets and outcomes: in community development  
we sometimes lead with the question ‘what are the 
problems in this community?’ This can be a useful and 
important question; however it can also encourage the 
community to see themselves through a ‘problem lens’ 
which, in some cases, undermines hope, motivation and 
leads to a negative self- image. Reframing the question 
as ‘what’s working in our community which could help 
us to address the issues we face?’ might, on the other 
hand encourage motivation and lead to solutions that 
build on local resources and practice.
. 

“ Language is very powerful. Language does not just  
describe reality. Language creates the reality it describes.”  
Archbishop Desmond Tutu
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2.2 
Listening at three levels
(45 minutes)

Learning outcomes
• Ability to support, and learn and share through, 

dialogue – listening.
• Value different perspectives.

Summary
To allow participants to experience and practise 
listening in different ways. Participants share a story  
of an incident that didn’t turn out as they wanted it to. 
They are listened to in different ways, and different 
interpretations of the story emerge.

Preparation
Mobile chat break-out groups.

Approach: Digital Together
A video explaining how to deliver the digital version  
of this activity is available here.
1. Share with the group. Story-telling is an important  
 part of our community research, it’s also important  
 for sharing our experiences and communicating  
 ideas in a way that touches people’s heart. When  
 someone shares what happened in a particular  
 situation or experience they are sharing their 
 ‘story’ with us.
 As much as skills such as story-telling are important  
 we must also understand that good communication  
 requires us to be good listeners. How can we  
 improve our skills for listening? 
2. Share that in this activity we will explore  
 the idea and value of listening at three levels:

• the facts
• the feelings
• the purpose.

3. This is also known as listening with the head (the  
 facts), the heart (the feelings) and the feet (the  
 purpose: why someone is sharing the story). The  
 facilitator can illustrate this by drawing a head,  
 heart and feet.
4. Explain to the group they will be split the group into  
 break-out groups of four. They will be asked to move  
 away from their screens, go for a walk and create 
 a group call on the mobile chat app. Note: the mobile  
 chat groups should be pre-prepared with an easy  
 to join link or QR code. 

 Once on the call, one person will volunteer a story  
 that they are comfortable to share: a situation of  
 conflict or tension that is not yet settled or where  
 they would have wanted a different outcome.  
 To save time you may want to identify and inform  
 the story-tellers of their task in advance.
 The three remaining participants will then choose  
 one of the following roles. After listening to the story  
 they will be asked to share what they heard to the  
 story-teller based on their role. Emphasise that they  
 should avoid retelling the story and instead focus on  
 giving just the information related to their role (either  
 the facts, feelings or the purpose).

• one person in the group should listen only  
for the facts (head).

• one person should focus on listening only  
for the feelings (heart).

• one person should focus on listening for the 
purpose – why is the storyteller telling us this  
story (feet) i.e. why is this politician, newspaper  
or friend telling me this? What is their motivation?

Approach: Digital Whenever 
Upload the stories to a Collaboration app or a mobile 
chat app and nominate listeners to take on different 
roles. After listening they should report back by writing 
their response or leaving a voice note. Ask the group  
to listen or read the different responses and share their 
thoughts on some of the key questions below.

Debrief
• How did it feel doing that activity?
• Was it easy to listen for the assigned aspect  

of the story?
• Were some aspects easier to listen for than others?
• Are there times in our lives when it would be useful  

to listen more for the facts, the feelings or the 
purpose? i.e. For example a judge in a court of law 
will make sure that attention is paid primarily to  
the facts. When doing research in the community 
approach and seeking to build trust and 
understanding, a facilitator may choose to listen 
equally to the feelings.

• As Active Citizens, how will you listen  
for more than the facts?

Key message
Knowing when to look for the facts and when to value 
the feelings, or the purpose is a key skill for Active 
Citizens, including when navigating online information.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCADumPIaEE
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2.3 
Digital super heroes
(60 minutes)

Learning outcomes
• Understand the opportunities and risks  

of being online.
• Improved ability to use digital tools safely. 

Summary
Digital literacy, role-play activity which encourages 
participants to identify the opportunities and risks  
of being online, alongside actions that could help to 
maximise the opportunities and manage the risks.

Preparation
Participants need pens and paper.
1. Invite the group notice that we are all together, not  
 face-to-face but still, together in the same space: the  
 digital space. In the digital space we have new  
 powers and possibilities we are bionic (part machine,  
 part human), we also have limitations, things that do  
 not feel as easy to do as when we’re offline present  
 only in our human bodies.
2. Ask the group to imagine they are bionic   
 superheroes i.e. Take a moment, imagine yourself 
 as a bionic superhero. Technology has given you  
 new superpowers: you can move at speed around  
 the world, you have access to great wisdom and  
 learning, you have an audience for everything you  
 say, but wait, as with all superhero stories, there  
 is a dark side. In becoming a super hero you now  
 face a whole new set of challenges. You have   
 become a public figure, you are informed and feel  
 responsible for incidents and issues happening all  
 around the world, you exposed to the wrath of  
 villains and cyber-trolls, your time and attention  
 is constantly in demand. 
3. Take a pen and paper, sketch yourself as a bionic  
 superhero. Give yourself a name and a costume.  
 (5 minutes).
4. Around your superhero list out all of the   
 opportunities and risks you, as a superhero are  
 exposed to, first indicate the opportunities and then  
 using a different coloured pen to indicate the risks.  
 Note: the opportunities and risks should reflect the  
 real life opportunities and risks that you as an  
 individual encounter when you are online.  
 (10 minutes).

5. The facilitator should now play the role of a United  
 Nations representative. Inform the participants that,  
 as superheroes, they are all esteemed guests at the  
 UN Convention for the protection and empowerment  
 of bionic superheroes. Share with the group that  
 they will shortly be separated into UN working  
 groups (of 3-4 participants).
6. In working groups the participants should share  
 their superhero alter-ego name and picture, along  
 with a brief overview of their special super-powers  
 and the challenges or risks they face (6-8 minutes). 
7. Each working group should then choose one   
 challenge or risk (ideally one that’s repeated) and  
 discuss what are the different things they could do  
 to reduce the risk. I.e. if the risk is ‘being trolled’ they  
 may decide to avoid entering into polarised debates  
 with people they don’t know online. (15 minutes).
8. At this point the facilitator should enter the break-out  
 room with urgent news. ‘The United Nations’ has just  
 received information about an immediate threat to  
 the world. The working group has been asked to  
 identify action points for people, technology and  
 policy-makers everywhere to avoid the threat having  
 a catastrophic impact. Each group will then be  
 invited to present back to the General Assembly  
 for two minutes. (25 minutes).
 The should choose one threat for each break-out  
 room. The facilitator can adapt the threats to make  
 them relevant for the group.

• Manipulating behaviour change: Deep in  
a desert cave a group of app makers have been 
discovered using behavioural science to seduce 
and manipulate the way people all around the 
world think and act in order to increase the profit 
and power of their company. How should we 
respond?

• Increasing anxiety: Social researchers have 
found a worrying link between young people who 
connect regularly online and a rise in mental and 
physical health issues including anxiety, paranoia 
and the consumption of fatty foods. How should 
we respond?

• An army of trolls have been released: a new 
tribe of anonymous trolls have been found to 
attack anyone who is involved in or promoting  
in social action project focused on community 
cohesion. How should we respond?

• A cyber-bullying virus is sweeping through 
schools around the world affecting children 
especially girls. How should we respond?

• Reinforcing social biases: research into the 
algorithms that apps on the internet use has 
revealed that they are reinforcing inequalities and 
bias in the community by reducing the visibility 
and access to opportunities of some groups of 
people and privileging others. How should we 
respond? 
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• Cultural diversity may be diminishing: research 
has revealed that as people connect on global 
apps, trends grow in popularity and size much 
quicker, at the same time the number and 
influence of different cultural forms of music, 
fashion and perspectives may be reducing, being 
replaced by more large-scale global trends. This 
could undermine our collective ability to 
creatively learn from difference and respond to 
complex issues like climate change. What should 
we do?

9. Welcome the superheroes back to plenary.  
 I.e, Welcome back, as bionic superheroes we know  
 that technology has the power to connect us,  
 to strengthen our ability to come together and  
 focus on big challenges. To increase access to  
 opportunities and catalyse our creativity. At the  
 same time we face grave challenges. Let’s hear  
 about some of those challenges and what we  
 can do to address them.
10. Invite each working group to present their challenge  
 and share their key recommendations.

Debrief
• How did that activity make you feel? Why?
• Was there anything you found interesting or inspiring 

about the conversations and ideas shared?
• Does anyone have a personal experiences of any 

these challenges that they feel comfortable? (note 
this is a very sensitive questions and participants 
should not feel pressured in any way to respond).

• How can we build on these recommendations  
to ensure that our learning journey together 
encourages a healthy and safe use of digital 
technologies?

• Is there any single action you as an individual  
would like to carry forward?

For a detailed toolkit on some of the risks associated 
with digital apps see: https://www.humanetech.com/

https://www.humanetech.com/
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2.4 
Fact or opinion
(50 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Understand the opportunities and risks of being 

online.
• Improved ability to use digital tools safely. 

Summary
Participants explore the difference between ‘facts’ and 
‘opinions’ and understand how apps can encourage 
controversy and conflict. Participants practise the skill 
of listening for ‘why’ someone has posted something 
online instead of focusing on ‘what’ has been posted.

Preparation
Pre-prepare your collaboration app. Choose one in 
which participants can post digital ‘post-it’ notes.  
Make sure it’s set to anonymous posting.

Approach: Digital Together
1. Explain to participants we’re going to undertake  
 an activity which can illustrate some of the risks of  
 being online and how to navigate those risks.
2. Using a Collaboration app (use a ‘whiteboard’ like  
 Padlet, Jamboard or Mural) ensure the settings allow  
 participants to post anonymously, now invite   
 participants to post two statements, each one on  
 a separate post/digital post-it 1. ‘Something they  
 believe to be true about men’ 2. ‘Something they  
 believe to be true about women’. 
3. Important note for facilitator: if at this point, or  
 any point during the activity, the post-its appear  
 to be generating controversy or an escalation of  
 aggressive opinions, then stop the process and 
 ask the participants to share: what they think is  
 happening and why? i.e. each statement is provoking  
 a reaction leading to increasingly controversial  
 statements. The anonymity means people feel able  
 to be aggressive without being held accountable.
 Share the following key message with participants:  
 the anonymous sharing of post-its mimics what  
 happens on the internet. Because apps on the  
 internet often reward grabbing people’s attention  
 which spark a response they can encourage 
 eye-catching controversial statements. This can  
 lead to increasingly extreme views being shared.  
 Furthermore, distance and anonymity can empower  
 people to feel free to share online without being held  
 personally accountable for what they share. As a  
 group let’s be conscious of how we can be seduced  
 to join in conversations which work against trust  
 and stimulate conflict. (This is re-visited in point 9).

4. The facilitator should quickly scan the statements  
 to see what has been written. Now draw a line down  
 the middle of the collaborative whiteboard on the  
 left hand side of the line at the top post the word  
 ‘Facts’ and on the right hand side at the post   
 ‘Opinions’.
5. The facilitator should choose a fairly simple  
 (non-controversial) statement to begin with and then  
 progress to more controversial statements over  
 time. Read out the statement and ask the   
 participants should I place this in the ‘Facts’  
 column or ‘Opinions’ column? Why? 
 i.e. Try to listen to two to three different voices for  
 each statement. The participants may choose to  
 place the statement ‘men cannot give birth to a  
 child’ in the facts column because ‘there is a large  
 amount evidence which indicates that this is a fact  
 and almost no evidence that indicates it is not.’  
 They may then choose to place the ‘women like  
 shopping’ statement in the opinion column because  
 ‘the statement is subjective and does not apply to  
 some women and some cultures’.
 In some cases the group may choose to place the  
 statement down the middle if they cannot decide  
 if it is a ‘fact’ or ‘opinion’.
6. Each time the group discuss the statement the  
 facilitator should probe the groups answers by  
 asking questions like ‘what kinds of evidence is  
 there?’ i.e. ah so facts are often something you can  
 observe, ah facts reflect widespread scientific  
 consensus… Note the facilitator should be aware that  
 the intention of this is to get a better understanding  
 of the terms ‘facts’ and ‘opinions’ not to prove that  
 something is or isn’t a fact (which can be incredibly  
 hard to do!).
7. Ask for volunteers to briefly describe broadly how  
 they understand the terms ‘facts’ and ‘opinions’.  
 Note there is no single definitive definition of what is  
 or isn’t a ‘fact’ but it has something to do with being  
 ‘supported by available evidence’, avoid words like  
 ‘truth’ (ideas of truth often change over time: ‘the  
 world is flat’ was once understood to be ‘true’). And  
 opinions are often based on beliefs, feelings and  
 cultures and not supported by the available   
 evidence.
8. Point out if you went through all of the statements  
 most of them would sit in the opinions column  
 despite the instructions: ‘share a statement that 
 you believe to be true about…’. 
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9. Share or return to point 3 of these instructions.  
 Explain that because apps on the internet   
 encourage eye-catching statements and discussions  
 it’s common to find ‘opinions’ presented as ‘facts’.  
 To navigate the internet safely and avoid being  
 manipulated by apps and the people who use them,  
 we need to be able differentiate between facts and  
 opinions. We also need to choose when we feel it’s  
 meaningful and important to feed back into the  
 conversation by challenging or reinforcing one  
 opinion or another and when we want to forgive,  
 empathise or restrain from participating in order to  
 a) build understanding/dampen conflict or b) reduce  
 the power of the app itself.
10. Let’s practise a skill for engaging with content  
 online by looking at one of our most controversial  
 statements. Read out a controversial statement  
 posted earlier i.e. ‘men are strong’. 
11. Invite the participants to apply the skill of Listening  
 at Three Levels (see page 81). Introduce the idea  
 that we will first listen with our ‘Head’ for the facts,  
 then our ‘Heart’ for the feelings and finally with our  
 ‘Feet’ for the purpose of why we think this person is  
 telling us this.
12. Start with the ‘Head’ (the facts). What are some  
 of the ways you could use to identify whether this  
 statement is based on a fact? i.e. we can reflect on  
 whether the statement is specific (facts are usually  
 specific), and if the terms are clearly stated (for  
 example what do we mean by ‘strong’, women give  
 birth and often face more difficult circumstances to  
 survive which requires great strength), we could do  
 some research into existing evidence (for example  
 evidence into the development of muscles in males).  
 In this way we could clarify what element of the  
 statement is fact and what is opinion.
13. Ask the group: what do you think are the feelings  
 expressed through this statement i.e. superiority,  
 pride, certainty. Note: by acknowledging the feelings  
 we are empathising with why this person may have  
 shared this statement.
14. Finally ask the group: ‘what do you think is the  
 purpose or motivation for sharing this statement?’  
 i.e. to spark controversy, to feel good, to influence  
 other people, to participate in the activity.

Debrief
1. Ask the group: why might it be useful to ‘listen at  
 three levels’? i.e. it makes us focus on why something  
 is being shared and not what is being shared.
2. Why do you think it’s often important to focus on  
 the ‘why’ and not the ‘what’ when online?
3. Based on your experience what are some of the  
 other things which might help us to be safe online?
4. How can we learn from this activity to ensure we  
 remain safe online during our Active Citizens   
 learning journey?

Resources for further reading and practise 
Find out how to spot misleading stories with  
The Verge: https://www.theverge.com/21276897/
fake-news-facebook-twitter-misinformation-lies-fact-
check-how-to-internet-guide
Play a game about feedback loops in the media and 
online with Nicky Case https://ncase.itch.io/wbwwb

https://www.theverge.com/21276897/fake-news-facebook-twitter-misinformation-lies-fact-check-how-to-internet-guide
https://www.theverge.com/21276897/fake-news-facebook-twitter-misinformation-lies-fact-check-how-to-internet-guide
https://www.theverge.com/21276897/fake-news-facebook-twitter-misinformation-lies-fact-check-how-to-internet-guide
https://ncase.itch.io/wbwwb
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2.5 
Digital campfire
(45 minutes)

Learning outcomes
• Approaches to dialogue.
• Listening skills.

Preparation
Pick a Collaboration app that allows you to use  
a large, zoomable canvas (like Mural or Miro).
If you’re not using an online whiteboard, we’d 
recommend using a collaboration tool such  
as Google Docs.
Before the meeting, brainstorm 10–20 words  
or phrases you can use to start the storytelling  
session. For example:
‘When I was a child…’
‘The first time I fell in love…’
‘An experience that changed the way I think…’
Post them onto the canvas as separate digital post-it 
notes. It’s important that participants can see the  
words and are be able to add more words.

Approach
1. Inform the group that this is a “campfire”, the only  
 thing they’re invited to do is share stories” Show  
 them the “wall of words” and ask them to take  
 1–3 minutes to look them over and recall a story  
 associated with one of the phrases. To help the  
 group warm up, start the storytelling session   
 yourself by removing one of the words on the wall  
 and posting it in a space nearby. Then tell your  
 introductory story.
2. Ask for a volunteer to continue what you started  
 by peeling another word from the wall and  
 posting it next to yours. This begins the sticky-note 
 story thread.’
3. Before the first participant begins his story, ask  
 him to read aloud the word he chose and then  
 instruct the other players to listen carefully to  
 his story and to jot down a word or phrase on 
 a sticky note that reminds them of another  
 story. If no words in the participants story jumped  
 out at them, they are welcome to pull a sticky note  
 from your original “wall of words.”
4. After the player concludes the first story, ask for  
 another volunteer to approach the wall and to  
 either post their own sticky note or take one from  
 the “wall of words.” Ask them to read their word  
 aloud and to then share their story.
5. Repeat this process until the players have  
 created a snake-like “story thread” which acts 
 as an archive of the campfire conversation. Use  
 your best judgment to determine when to end the  
 storytelling session. Before you “put out” the fire,  
 ask the players if there are any lessons learned 
 or final thoughts they want to add.
Note: Your role as the meeting leader is simply  
to encourage the sharing of stories.
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2.6 
Small group coaching
(90 minutes)

Learning outcomes
• Skills for dialogue. 

Preparation
Re-draft the Digital Whenever instructions shared  
below in a simple and easy to read format that will guide 
participants through the activity. You may want to 
check-in with one participant from each small group  
to ensure they understand the activity.

Approach
1. Share with participants that they will be carrying out  
 a ‘digital whenever’ activity. Explain that this activity  
 will help you connect with and learn from other  
 participants in the group.
2. Identify groups of three or (maximum) four   
 participants. Set up and invite participants to join  
 a small mobile chat group including these three or  
 four participants. Share the instructions for this  
 activity as a downloadable document or as a series  
 of key messages on the mobile chat groups.
3. The instructions are as follows:
 ‘This activity is not about fixing problems or coming  
 up with tangible solutions, it’s about taking  
 a moment to understand more about why you  
 do the things you do and the questions that you  
 are carrying. 
 Connect with each other via this mobile chat group  
 to arrange a time to meet for a 90 minute call.
 At the meeting: each person will have the   
 opportunity to be the storyteller once, and will also  
 have the opportunity to be the coach/listener while  
 others share their stories. 
 The storyteller takes 7 or 8 minutes to share 
 with their group their responses to the following  
 questions. Choose where you want to focus:  
 on yourself, your work and/or your artistic  
 practice or a mix.
Story-teller:  
1. Describe what I/my practice do in 1 minute 
2. What do I truly appreciate about my approach in life  
 / work / my practice? 
3. What are the key challenges or questions I am  
 holding as I move forward?
The listeners: It’s important that whilst the storyteller  
is talking, you don’t interrupt or ask any questions – it’s 
their time to share whatever they need to share. After 
they’ve finished the listeners should repeat this process: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For 1 minute reflect, in silence, on what you just heard 
– in your head, ask yourselves these questions: How did 
the story made you feel? What was unique about what 
you heard? What will you remember about the story? 
Was there anything in the story that you were surprised 
by, or interested in?

• Then each listener has 2 minutes to share with  
the storyteller what they heard/felt from part 1 – 
any images, feelings or things that they heard. 
Once the storyteller has heard from all the 
listeners, they thank them and summarise what 
they heard back from the listeners.

• Now for 10 minutes everybody discusses how 
these observations might support the storyteller’s 
situation or journey. It can be an open and free 
flowing conversation where new perspectives of 
approaching the situation may emerge. It’s 
important not to block or dismiss any ideas 
shared, be open to hearing something new. Build 
on each other’s ideas and see if you can offer 
support to the storyteller without trying to fix or 
resolve their challenges. 

Repeat the above process until everyone has had the 
opportunity to be the storyteller. Feel free to take a tea 
break at some point. After the session it could be useful 
to spend some time capturing your thoughts and some 
of what you discovered during the exercise.’
4. Invite participants to share their experience  
 of the activity in plenary (on a video call) or via  
 a Collaboration app. 
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2.7 
Values continuum
(45 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Self-awareness.
• Value for diversity.

Summary
Participants share their opinion on issues relating to 
climate change. First they listen to a a statement, then 
they stand close to an ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ sign before 
expressing why they have chosen to stand there.  
Finally they identify a question which could inform their 
social action.
Note: before delivering this session ensure that the 
group have built confidence, self-awareness, skills  
for dialogue and feel comfortable and able to share.

Preparation
Powerful statement pre-prepared.
1. First choose an important issue/s for the group.  
 For example, the group may be interested in climate  
 change, gender relationships, a local conflict,  
 building social enterprises or another  
 important issue.
2. Explain to participants that the group we will now  
 dialogue around issues that are important to us. 
 Share with the group. you will be asked to choose  
 a number between 1 and 10. One and ten indicates  
 an extreme position: for example 10 represents  
 ‘really agree’ whilst 1 represents ‘really disagree’  
 and 5 is neutral, somewhere in-between. It is  
 a continuum.
3. Ask participants to choose where they stand on the  
 issue of ‘I love coconuts.’ Depending on how much  
 they love coconuts participants choose a number  
 between one and ten and post it into the chat.
4. Now share some of the statements you have  
 pre-prepared (below are a few examples). Choose  
 one statement which seems simple, powerful and  
 relevant to the group, where you there are likely  
 to be different opinions.
 Read the statement aloud slowly, repeat once and  
 allow time for the participant to consider and 
 then move.

Examples
• Women and men should have equal rights and 

responsibilities.
• Traditional gender roles oppress women and men, 

we should campaign for a world without gender 
roles.

• The internet is a force for good in the world.
• The world should have no national borders, 

passports or visas.
• Diversity is good for communities.
• For social enterprises social impact is more 

important than profit.
• Climate change is now unavoidable and we should 

focus on adapting for new climates.
5. Once all the participants have posted their number  
 begin by inviting them to share briefly why they  
 chose that number. Invite everyone else to listen  
 with curiosity and let go of judging the person  
 speaking – this will be challenging.
 Note for facilitators: it’s not important to hear from  
 everyone but it’s important to hear from different  
 points on the continuum i.e. towards ‘Agree’,   
 ‘Disagree’ or the middle point.
 The facilitator should notice whether there are clear  
 tendencies in where people are standing. For  
 example, all the women are standing on one side  
 and all the men on the other. Or all the younger  
 people are on one side and all the older people are  
 on the other. If so you may want to explore this  
 further through another dialogue session.
6. Invite participants to share a few insights or   
 questions from the discussion and capture these  
 questions on the chat.
7. Now invite participants to shake and relieve any  
 tension in their bodies, and then respond to the  
 second statement of your choice. Repeat the  
 process. If the energy is good you may also include  
 a third statement.
8. Thank the participants for their participation  
 and share a few key questions and insights  
 which emerged.

Debrief
• How did that activity make you feel? Why?
• Did you learn anything about participating in or 

facilitating dialogue?
• Is there anything you could carry forward to your 

social action project?
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4. The group of 3 then either a) choose one of the  
 stories to work with, or b) create a new fictional story  
 based on some of the shared themes or questions;  
 for example, all of the stories might centre around  
 issues relating to gender, or young people. It’s  
 important that if the stories are fictional, they are  
 still based on real life experiences within the group.
5. Once the group has decided on the story, they  
 should practise a role-play scenario where they act  
 out a short play in which a conflict slowly emerges.  
 The scene should last no longer than three minutes,  
 and it’s important that it doesn’t end well for the  
 characters, the first time around we want things to  
 end badly with the conflict not having been   
 resolved!!! Make the scene, and the characters,  
 clear and believable. 
6. There are a number of choices to be made about  
 how to share and engage with the scenes that have  
 been created. If you are using a digital collaboration  
 app like Padlet, it is possible to record audio and  
 visual directly onto the Padlet and to invite the  
 groups to upload directly onto the same Padlet.  
 This can then be played back in the video call  
 plenary almost like an audio/visual gallery walk.  
  Here is an example; https://en-gb.padlet.com/

dan_boyden/sgt71zo7bmsepbay
7. You are using a video call with a good connection  
 you could simply invite the participants to share  
 their play ‘live’ for the rest of the participants in  
 plenary. Again this could work just with audio if  
 needed, or they could put their cameras on while  
 the others turn cameras off, for dramatic effect! 
8. Once all the role-plays have been shared, open  
 a conversation with the group. Why are the conflicts  
 emerging? What do the characters need that they  
 are not getting?
9. Now choose just one of the plays to focus on.
10. Watch the scene again, this time the audience is  
 invited to think about what they would do differently  
 if they were in that situation which could reduce  
 the conflict. 
11. Invite the group to discuss if one of the characters  
 in the play is more responsible for creating the  
 conflict. They should then focus discussion on  
 what the other less responsible character/s could  
 have done to reduce the conflict. (Note: if the  
 group feel responsibility for the conflict is equally  
 shared they are free to discuss how all of the   
 characters could have done something differently).
12. After the discussion (6/7 minutes) inform the   
 participants that the play will now be shown again.  
 Invite one person to volunteer to try out their  
 strategy by stopping the action during the play and  
 taking the role of one of the actors/characters  
 in the play. 

2.8 
Forum theatre radio 

Learning outcomes
• Understand dialogue and when it can be used – 

community development. 
• Ability to support, and learn and share from, 

dialogue.

Summary
The activity borrows from the principles of Forum 
Theatre, developed by Augusto Boal in the 1960s and 
70s. Forum Theatre Radio allows groups to share short 
role-play scenes (2 to 3 minutes) about a situation which 
evolves into a moment of conflict, or tension, between 
people. It gives us the opportunity to collectively work 
out solutions to shared problems. 
The short plays should be developed by small groups 
and recorded using an audio platform. They are then 
shared via a mobile phone chat (like WhatsApp) or an 
online space like Padlet. Depending on your internet 
connection you could share via live via a video call  
app (Zoom/Teams).

Preparation 
Decide on the technology you will use to record,  
and then how you will share the short scenes (audio 
recording or video performance is OK). This will 
probably be consistent with the choices you have been 
making about digital platforms throughout the delivery. 
The below activity assumes that participants have 
enough connectivity to gather together on a live video 
call platform with at least some of the group being able 
to turn videos on. Other ideas for how to deliver this 
activity in low-connectivity settings are also shared.

Approach: Digital Together 
1. If the internet connection allows, bring the group  
 together in plenary on a video call and ask them to  
 think about times in their lives where there has been  
 conflict or misunderstanding between people; in  
 their families, communities or in the workplace.
2. Give the group 5 minutes with their screens off to  
 individually reconnect with these experiences, and  
 then to share some of these stories in the plenary.  
 (It’s important that people only share what they’re  
 comfortable sharing, as thinking about times of  
 conflict could be challenging. As a facilitator make  
 sure that participants know who they can connect to  
 individually from the delivery team on a video call,  
 if they need to have time out from the session).
3. Now separate the group into breakout rooms of  
 three participants each room. Each group of 3  
 should then share their stories with each.

https://en-gb.padlet.com/dan_boyden/sgt71zo7bmsepbay
https://en-gb.padlet.com/dan_boyden/sgt71zo7bmsepbay
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13. If the role-play is shared live via a video app then  
 invite the actors to show the play two or three times.  
 Each time a member of the audience is invited to  
 stop the action during the play and replace of the  
 actor in the scene to show how they would do things  
 differently and reduce the conflict. 
14. Each time the play is run a new volunteer tests  
 a different strategy. Each time the play ends invite  
 the group to discuss the strategy: what worked and  
 what could be changed?

Approach: Digital Whenever 
Invite participants to create audio stories. This can be 
achieved by delivering the scene over WhatsApp using 
the speakerphone option and then recording the sound 
onto a Collaboration app like Padlet which has a ‘record 
audio’ option. Alternatively, if the group have a good 
connection they may want to create short video stories 
which are then shared via a mobile chat app or 
Collaboration app. Participants are invited to listen or 
watch the stories and respond to a series of key 
questions by leaving comments.

Debrief
For the plenary debrief, useful questions to ask the 
participants are:
• What did we value about this experience?
• What does this tell us about some of the shared 

issues facing this group?
• Did we learn anything about how and when dialogue 

can break down? 
• What did we see working when it comes to 

approaches to minimise conflict? 
• How can we use this experience in our daily lives and 

as Active Citizens? 
• Explore issues in relationship to conflict: – what did 

we learn about conflict? – is conflict always negative? 
Is conflict experienced differently by different 
people? If so, how?

If you’re interested in learning more about how forum 
theatre (and various other Theatre of the Oppressed 
techniques) can be adapted for online delivery, Theatre 
of the Oppressed NYC run a series of public workshops 
exploring digital adaptation; https://www.tonyc.nyc/
public_workshops
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2.9 
Image theatre online
(45 minutes)

Learning outcomes 
• Self-confidence. 
• Value different perspectives. 
• Build skills for dialogue. 

Summary:
This activity explores how we can use our bodies to  
tell stories, something that can be harder when we’re 
not together in the same physical space. Ideally 
participants are able to use the video function on their 
video call app, if not there are ways of adapting it for 
low-connectivity contexts. Either through video-call 
platform or pictures taken on a phone, participants 
create images (‘statues’) of words, feelings, people or 
ideas that are then viewed and interpreted by the rest 
of the group. 

Preparation and materials
The below activity is for a video call app, where some 
participants are able to turn video on. The facilitator 
should be aware that some participants may feel 
uncomfortable doing physical actions if they are joining 
from a public place or a space in the home that is not 
private. With this in mind we recommend doing this 
activity once trust has been built within the group.  
Also, participants should only do what feels 
comfortable.

Approach
• Invite participants to select ‘gallery view’ in the video 

call app (to be able to see other participants) and 
then to turn their camera’s on. If for some 
participants can’t turn video on, invite them to 
continue to full participate in the activity.

• Ask the group to stretch so that as many body parts 
as possible are outside of their video box i.e. stretch 
their body outside of the ‘box’ area captured by their 
camera which is visible to other participants. 

• Now ask them to suddenly leave their video box so 
they are totally outside of the four walls of their box. 
Ask participants to go as close to the camera as 
possible, then as far away etc… play with this idea of 
the spaces we inhabit in the digital world.

• Tell the participants they are now going to create 
statues using their bodies. The facilitator is going to 
call out a word and they are going to create a silent, 
still, statue that represents how that word makes 
them feel, or what that word makes them think about. 
This is not about getting it ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ and 
participants should try to use their whole body. 

• As facilitators, you should now demonstrate by 
creating a statue of a word with your body – for 
example Power, Hope, Family, Strong, Brave, Son etc… 
you could include words from the Active Citizens 
vision such as Peace, Community or Trust. Be big  
and bold with your demonstration, the braver you  
are the braver they will be!! 

• Then ask the group to turn around and face the 
outside of the space they are in. Tell them that you 
are going to count down from 5 to 1 and once you’ve 
reached 1, they should all turn back to the screen  
so that they can see each other and create their 
individual statue of the word that you have called out. 
Then ask those people who have their camera’s  
on to stay frozen in that position! 

• Each time, invite the group to have a look around  
them with their eyes, at the other statues. Are there 
similarities? What does this tell us about how the 
group feels about the word? Or a particular issue – if 
the word is ‘father’ what could the statues tell us about 
attitudes towards fatherhood and the role  
of men for example.

• Facilitators can focus in on one statue or two statues 
next to each other and tell the rest of the group to 
relax out of their statues. Ask the group what do they 
see? i.e. I see a woman carrying a bag, I see an old 
footballer walking off the football pitch etc… accept 
what comes from the group…ah OK, you see an old 
footballer walking off the pitch, and what else?? What 
words do you think of when you look at this statue? 
Who might they be? What’s happening in the scene? 
Encourage the group to be creative and to not worry 
about looking silly.
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Debrief
• How did the group feel when doing the activity? Why?
• Did we learn anything about ourselves or the group? 
• How did it feel expressing ourselves without words? 

Why might this be useful? i.e. encourages creative 
expression, it’s visual and allows us to feel and not 
only think about the concepts and ideas, it can 
support communication even when there are 
language barriers.

• What are some of the different characteristics we 
associate with the word (include here the subject  
you were exploring i.e. community)? Why do you 
think those differences exist?

Through image theatre we can introduce the idea of 
multiple perspectives and using the body as a way of 
communicating and telling stories. How could we apply 
what we have learned in our communities? 
Facilitators can use image theatre with groups who  
might struggle with reading and writing. It could be  
used at different stages of delivering the workshop.  
It can also be developed to create images in small 
groups, or as a whole group. Image Theatre is a useful 
tool for facilitators and can be the foundations for lots  
of creative activities and will be referenced elsewhere  
in the arts approach.

“ The creation of images 
produced by ourselves rather 
than by nature or a machine, 
serves to show that the world 
can be recreated. The 
creation of Images of the 
world as we want it to be,  
is the best way to penetrate 
the future.”  
Augusto Boal
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Module 3
Local and global communities
Learning outcomes 
• Identify issues and opportunities.
• Identify who’s involved.
• Understand systems and power in the community.
• Increased motivation to act.

Delivering Module 3 digitally
Unlike many face-to-face workshops participants often 
join online workshops from the neighbourhood in which 
they live. This allows for the possibility of carrying out 
observation and research quickly and in real time.  
If you’re delivering a largely ‘Digital Whenever’ 
workshop many of the activities will probably involve 
participants carrying out tasks in their community (not 
in the workshop) and then reporting back to the group, 
gradually building a clearer picture which is rooted  
in lived experience.
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3.1 
Community mapping
(60 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Value difference. 
• Respect and understanding.
• Understanding needs and opportunities locally. 
• Skills for research and innovation.

Summary
This activity can be delivered using a video call app. 
Participants create maps of their local communities in 
order to identify and discuss the assets (good things) 
and issues that exist locally.

Preparation and materials
Paper and pens or Collaboration apps. A prepared 
example of a community map.

Approach: Digital Together
A video explaining how to deliver alternative  
digital versions of this activity is available here.
1. Inform the group that they are going to experience  
 community mapping. Community mapping can help  
 the community to reflect on the issues, assets and  
 opportunities that exist in the community and  
 support in identifying where the community wants  
 to see change. 
 Note for facilitators: The key to this activity is the  
 involvement of a wide range of community members  
 – in the first instance, however, participants should  
 feel free to begin the process in smaller groups.  
 In the longer term community mapping can involve  
 a large-scale consultation. When focusing on   
 geographical areas it’s important to first draw or  
 use an existing map of the local neighbourhood/ 
 community).
2. Facilitators show or share on the chat (Zoom or  
 WhatsApp) an example of a community map that  
 they have created – ideally this should be of a local  
 neighbourhood one of the facilitators belong to.  
 The facilitator briefly (2 minutes) shares the good  
 things and the issues that exist in his/her local  
 community.

3. Participants are now invited to use a pen and paper  
 to draw a map of their neighbourhood. Or if   
 connection is good and they are from the same  
 neighbourhood or city invite them to use a digital  
 whiteboard app or google maps to collectively trace  
 out the key features of their own community or  
 neighbourhood. This might include natural features  
 such as rivers or mountains, roads, buildings, parks  
 and places of interest. It can also include natural  
 features as well as physical as places and services  
 (hospitals, schools, local government, sports   
 facilities, offices, entertainment space) or the human  
 assets (the people and skills that exist in the   
 community). Now invite the group to use a different  
 coloured pen or a symbol to identify:

• What they like in their community (the good things 
and the places they enjoy).

• What they don’t like about their community (the 
issues or problems that exist and the places they 
don’t feel comfortable).

4. Invite participants to share a picture / image of their  
 community map on the chat (video call or Mobile  
 Chat app) before discussing their map with each  
 other. They can discuss their maps in a small group  
 on the video call or in a short WhatsApp call with  
 one or two people.

Debrief
• How did creating the map make you feel? Are there 

different perspectives around what people like and 
don’t like? Why is that? I.e. do women and men have 
different perspectives, how about people from 
different faiths or age groups?

• What are some of the issues or problems in our 
communities?

• What are some of the assets and things we like?
• Are there any (first glance) initial ideas around how 

we could use community assets to support positive 
ideas in the community?

• Why might community mapping be a useful tool  
when seeking to support positive change in the 
community?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OkbOK7ollc
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3.1
Community mapping (continued)
(1 week) 

Approach: Digital Whenever
Learning outcomes
• Value difference. 
• Respect and understanding.
• Understanding needs and opportunities locally. 
• Skills for research and innovation.

Summary
This activity should be delivered using a mobile chat 
app. Participants create maps of their local communities 
in order to identify and discuss the assets (good things) 
and issues that exist locally. 

Preparation and materials
Podcast preparation. Poster preparation. Collaboration 
app preparation. 

Approach
1. Use an app to create short audio voice-note   
 ‘podcast’. Begin by greeting the participants, and  
 referring to the local community. Use local music  
 and sound effects to bring the podcast to life. Here’s  
 an example of a script from a short audio podcast  
 which details the Community Mapping activity:
 ‘Good morning Rioplacer! Rise up and shine, it’s time  
 to get active. The river is widening and deepening  
 becoming a resource for all of us, up there Catrina in  
 the neighbourhood of Sierra right down to Lola in the  
 neighbourhood of Vilia. 
 This week we’ll be inviting our neighbours to join us  
 over a cup a tea, for a walk in the street to talk about  
 something that concerns us all… ‘Community’. Your  
 task is to find out what people like and appreciate in  
 your neighbourhood and what they feel are the  
 issues, the things that need to change. 
 What do people in your neighbourhood think?  
 Listen for ideas. Talk, talk, talk – with neighbours, kids,  
 grandparents, shop clerks, taxi drivers, business  
 people, people you know and, if you’re feeling brave,  
 people you don’t. Explain why you want to know.
 Two powerful questions, we’ll be asking: What do  
 you like? What do you think needs to change?
 You’ll be using skills we’ve been practicing like active  
 listening. Once you’ve spoken to people in your  
 neighbourhood let us know what they think. First  
 draw a simple map of your neighbourhood with key  
 features like roads, parks, hospitals, schools and  
 anything else you want to include. Next write down  
 what people like and what they don’t. Post a picture  
 of your map and what you found out on the gallery  
 app or post them on the WhatsApp!

Together we’ll build our community map which will 
guide our social action projects! Energise yourselves! 
Find your focus, Rioplacer we can do this.’
2. Immediately after the podcast send a visual one  
 page poster on the mobile chat app which repeats  
 very simple key instructions and the dates for  
 completion along with a link to an example map.
3. During the week check in with individuals or small  
 groups to answer any questions, motivate and  
 mentor them as they carry out the task. Invite  
 participants to view each other’s work.
4. Look for patterns and unique and different things  
 that emerge from the community mapping process  
 and using a design tool or collaboration app   
 synthesise the information into a single map  
 or image of the area which can be shared via  
 the mobile chat app.
5. Arrange small group call meetings amongst   
 participants or ask each participant to share a short  
 1 minute audio to give them the chance to reflect  
 and respond to any key debrief questions.

Debrief
• How did creating the map make you feel? Are there 

different perspectives around what people like and 
don’t like? I.e. do women and men have different 
perspectives, how about people from different  
faiths or age groups? Why?

• What are some of the issues or problems 
in our communities?

• What are some of the things people like?
• Were any ideas shared about how things could  

be improved?

Case study example  
of community mapping
A community mapping was undertaken by volunteers  
in Hackney, London by placing large maps of the local 
area on the main street. Local people were then invited 
to write and post onto the maps using red post-its for 
things they didn’t like and green post-its for things they 
liked. Over a two-week period more than two thousand 
responses were gathered along with email addresses 
from over a thousand people. The results of the 
consultation and were then used to lobby the local 
council for changes and a successful campaign 
emerged.
Mapping communities of interests often means 
surveying and listening to distinct groups of people – 
often people who have not been heard or understood 
by formal decision-makers. The process of community 
mapping can help these groups (slum-dwellers, landless 
farmers, young people) to see themselves as a group 
with share interests. This can motivate collective  
action or advocacy to support positive changes  
in the neighbourhood.
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3.2 
Power walk
(45 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Self-awareness.
• Understanding connectedness and interdependence 

locally and globally.
• Understanding needs and opportunities locally 
• Skills for dialogue. 
• Motivation to act.

Summary
A simple but powerful activity to provoke conversation 
about power and inequality. Participants assume the 
role of a member of the community (politician, street 
vendor etc.) and have to answer yes or no and remain  
in response to a series of statements which reveal the 
power and opportunities those community members 
have locally.

Preparation
• Roles already prepared and identified (see the end  

of this activity).
• Adapted list of statements (see the end of this 

activity).
Note: The characters and statements should be adapted 
to fit the country and communities you are working in. 
Ensure a good diversity of both that will draw out the 
conversations you want to have. 

Approach 
1. Introduce the activity but do not say too much 
 about it. Share with the participants that this is about  
 power and Inequality in our society. The activity  
 will require participants to use their imagination.  
 Participants will also need a pen and paper.
2. Explain that you will now send each participant  
 a role that they will play during this activity. They will  
 receive their role as a direct message in the chat  
 box (if you are using a video call app, alternatively  
 you can use a mobile chat app to send a direct  
 message to participants). 
 Participants should not share their ‘role’ with other  
 members of the group. Facilitators should choose  
 and distribute roles from the list at the end of this  
 activity (or include other roles which reflect their  
 local community).
3. Check that everyone has received their ‘role’. 
 Explain that you want participants to take a breath  
 and to close their eyes for thirty seconds and  
 imagine what it would be like to be that person  
 (using your assumptions imagine you are walking in  
 that person’s shoes…). Go deep, think about what  
 that person is like, what they do with their day,  
 how they feel…

4. Tell participants, ‘I am about to read out a statement.  
 If you think your character would answer ‘Yes’ to the  
 statement. Write the number ‘1’ on your piece of  
 paper and then write that number into the group  
 chat. If you think your character would answer ‘no’ to  
 the statement write ‘0’ and post it in the group chat. 
 YOU WILL NEED TO KEEP SCORE THROUGHOUT THE  
 ACTIVITY BY NOTING IT ON YOUR PIECE OF PAPER  
 AND THEN WRITING IT IN THE GROUP CHAT. KEY  
 INSTRUCTION: EACH TIME YOUR CHARACTER  
 WOULD ANSWER ‘YES’ TO A STATEMENT INCREASE  
 YOUR SCORE BY ONE MORE POINT!
5. Read out the statements at the end of this activity  
 to the group, one by one, allowing time for everyone  
 to understand the instructions and respond. twelve  
 to fifteen statements are usually enough to separate  
 the group out, but keep a few additional statements  
 to use if you feel the need them. 
6. After you have finished ask the group to and stretch  
 their bodies and to imagine letting go of the role  
 they were in and return to themselves (shaking the  
 body free of the role). 
7. Invite people to share their role along with their  
 score through posting this information in the  
 group chat.

Debrief
Begin the debrief by asking if anyone would like  
to share how they feel after that activity? 
Acknowledge that this activity can generate lots  
of different feelings and thoughts. 
Now ask the group:
• Who were the groups or people left behind?  

Why were they left behind? 
• Who was out in front, and why? 
• Why is the gap between those with more 

opportunities and those with less so large? What  
are the different factors which help to create these 
inequalities? i.e. cultural norms, peoples mind-set  
and values, laws, the economy, corruption.

• Is there anything you would like to change?  
How could we reduce the inequalities that exist?

• Why might it be important as Active Citizens to think 
about inequality in our communities?

Finally, as the group were imagining that they were 
someone else, ask them what assumptions they made 
to get into that character and what informed their 
responses to the statements.
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Examples of characters
• Country Representative of NGO, Christian female,  

42, living in the capital
• Son of a Chinese immigrant who runs a successful 

fast food business
• An 80 year-old retired worker from a factory that 

makes shoes
• Business CEO, Muslim male, living in the capital,  

aged 38
• Schoolboy in a city, aged 12
• MP, male, aged 40, from rural area, did not complete 

secondary school
• District Health/Medical Officer, male, aged 45
• Child soldier, boy, aged 12, kidnapped by rebel group
• Internally displaced orphan girl, aged 12, living  

in IDP camp
• Successful import-export company boss
• 19 year old male refugee who has just arrived  

in the country 
• Poor HIV positive rural woman
• Daughter of the local bank manager, studying 

economics at university
• Ethnic minority woman, aged 34, married to  

a husband with several wives, 
• Young Christian woman, aged 22, living in refugee 

camp
• Poor male farmer, aged 34
• Village Leader, male aged 39, no secondary 

education
• Young unmarried mother of 2, aged 19, living  

in the capital
• Unemployed youth, aged 20, living in a rural  

area
• Soldier in the army, aged 29
• Visually impaired young man living in a rural  

area
• Female sex worker aged 19, living in city,  

no secondary education
• Grandmother taking care of 4 orphans in rural  

area, no income

Examples of statements
• I feel safe in my community
• I have spare time to watch movies and spend  

time with my friends
• I can vote
• I can express my beliefs freely 
• I can afford a foreign holiday
• I eat at least two full meals a day 
• I believe my children will be better off than I am
• I am confident I can get a job
• I get to see and talk to my parents
• I can influence local decisions
• I can pay for hospital treatment
• My views and beliefs are respected
• I am treated well by the police
• When I go to the doctors I can speak for myself
• I have access to a loan or credit
• I am not in danger of being beaten up
• I am not in danger of being sexually abused or 

harassed
• I can decide how my household income is spent
• I went / can go to school
Note: you can adapt this activity to focus on digital 
inequality: In this instance the roles are changed to 
include things like: (each role is indicated by an *):  
*My only accessible equipment is a phone * I have 
electricity for 6 hours per day and I am a mother *  
I live in a household with 6 people and only one 
computer * It’s my first time using digital tools *I live  
in the rural area and have a very weak WIFI/not stable 
connection * I don’t speak English * I have a dedicated 
space to work/study in the house * I have a computer 
and two screens * Very confident using digital tools 
– university student * I am a young girl – My only 
accessible equipment is a phone * I have hearing 
difficulties and I use headphones * I have strong and 
permanent WIFI and use the internet every day.
Furthermore, the statements are adapted to include 
things like: 1) I received the information about the digital 
meeting and I can connect at any time. 2) I understand 
the different platforms that I am invited to participate.  
3) In the meeting everyone can hear me and see me.  
4) In the meeting I can see every projection made by 
the hosts. 5) I can access training online. 6) I can open 
more than one window to see the collaborative tools.  
7) I can see everyone taking part…. etc.
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3.3 
Yes and…
(25 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Identify issues and opportunities in the community.

Summary
Participants explore the concept of appreciative inquiry 
in a dynamic way.

Preparation and materials
If your group is large, you may wish to break the group 
down into smaller break-out rooms (ideally no more 
than 8) but note that each group will need a facilitator 
for this activity.

Approach
1. Share that this activity will encourage the group in  
 building a culture of appreciative inquiry. It will also  
 support the group to quickly explore connections  
 between different issues, opportunities and ideas.
2. Share how the process will work. The facilitator will  
 begin by sharing a statement. You may wish to start  
 with something light and funny, before later in the  
 process inviting statements that are deeper and  
 more relevant. An example could be: ‘there is more  
 energy in this group than in a nuclear power plant!’  
 or ‘this group will help to make the world a better  
 place!’. A participant is then invited to quickly, and  
 without pause, respond with another statement that  
 builds on the first. They should begin their statement  
 with ‘Yes and…’. For example ‘Yes and… we will tackle  
 corruption’, this should quickly be followed by  
 another participant with another relevant statement  
 beginning… i.e. ‘Yes and…we will do random acts of  
 kindness’… and so on.
3. Depending on the type of App you are using you  
 may choose to invite participants to respond   
 through writing or recording a voice note on the  
 chat (if using a mobile chat app.
 Alternatively if you’re delivering the activity  
 ‘digital together’ using video chat, you can invite  
 participants to turn off their cameras and only to  
 turn their camera on when they are ready to share  
 a ‘Yes and’ statement before turning the camera  
 off so another person can follow on.
4. To speed things up and test the groups powers  
 of improvisation the facilitator may choose, with the  
 groups permission, to put people on the spot by  
 calling out their name. As this is an appreciative  
 activity the intention is to avoid judging the   
 responses given.

5. After an initial statement followed by a round of  
 several responses (note: not everyone needs to  
 provide a response). Start again with a new   
 statement. This time the statement can be directly  
 related to an important issue the group is interested  
 in. You may want to encourage the group to identify  
 the statement they want to begin with. i.e. see below  
 some examples.
 ‘Through reducing pollution in the river we will  
 improve the local eco-system…’

• ‘One of the key causes of conflict is inequality…’
• ‘To sustain the momentum of this network we 

should connect once every two months…’
•  ‘The simple action of putting salt on my food in 

the evening depends on thousands of systems, 
including the economic system…’

6. These statements should be rapidly followed by  
 ‘yes and’ statements from other participants.

Debrief
• How might the ‘yes and…’ approach help us as  

Active Citizens and in our daily lives?
• When do you think it’s appropriate to encourage  

a ‘yes and….’ approach? And when might it be better 
to allow people to respond freely?

• Note: ‘yes and…’ can be useful to encourage non-
judgemental brainstorming, improvisation and an 
appreciative attitude. It can encourage people who 
tend to respond with ‘no but…’ to explore another 
approach to communication. At the same time it is 
not the most effective method for prioritising,  
making final decisions or discussing highly  
controversial subjects.
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3.4 
Riddle of the commons
(45 minutes)

Learning outcomes
• Understanding challenges and responses of the 

sustainable use of shared natural resources, locally 
to globally.

• Exploration of the balance between individual and 
community or collective needs.

Summary
This activity is about the use of shared natural 
resources, based on the idea of the Riddle or ‘Tragedy 
of the Commons’. It starts with a short game that gives  
a model and experience of this idea before exploring 
what it means for communities, society, and 
sustainability.

Preparation
This activity works best when participants can access 
and use a shared whiteboard. Prepare a picture of  
a lake and add pictures of fish – 10 in the lake itself and 
at least 30 extras to add through the activity. 

Approach
1.  Introduce the activity. This activity is about the use  
 of shared natural resources, based on the idea of the  
 ‘Tragedy of the Commons’. We will play a short game  
 that will give us a model and experience of this idea  
 before exploring what it means for us, our   
 communities and society, and sustainability.
2. Share you screen with the lake set up and share  
 the link with participants so that they can access the  
 collaboration app. 
3. Explain the scenario:
 a. We all live in and around this lake
 b. It is an open-access, public lake, and we all fish  
  here for ourselves and rely on the catch to earn  
  our living for us and our families 
 c. We are going to play a short game to explore  
  the use of this common community resource 
4. Explain the rules

• 3 people will play at a time. We’ll do multiple 
rounds.

• Each 10 seconds is equivalent of 1 month  
of fishing. 

• Every 10 seconds you are able to choose the 
number of fish to catch. You will catch them  
by moving them one by one under your player 
number. 

• I will pause you after every 10 seconds and  
we’ll see who has caught what.

• Your goal is to catch as many fish as possible.
• When there are no fish left the game is over –  

and we’ll see who has the most fish. 
• Everyone not fishing will be observers. 

Before you start, check that everyone can move  
the fish. 
Round 1
1. Decide on 3 players for the 1st round and assign  
 them a number.
2. Explain that there is to be no communication.
3. Start the group off and then stop them after  
 10 seconds. 
4. If there are at least two fish left in the lake, then  
 double the amount left by adding some from your  
 extras. This represents the natural replenishment  
 of the stock, but do not explain that at this point. 
5. Continue in rounds of 10 seconds until there are  
 no fish left. (It is likely that all the fish stocks are used  
 up in the first 10 seconds).
If people are finding it slow to move the fish, you  
may want to make each round 15 seconds instead.
Round 2
1. Explain that the fish stocks naturally replenish after  
 1 month / 10 secs – as long as there are two fish left  
 to breed.
2. Swap the players and assign them a number.
3. Repeat that there is to be no communication. 
4. Again, the goal is to catch as many fish as possible.
5. Continue as before in rounds of 10 seconds,   
 replenishing when possible, and finish when there  
 are no fish left, or up to a maximum time, e.g.  
 90 seconds.
6. After this round ask the observers for their feedback  
 on what happened in the 1st and 2nd rounds. 
Round 3
1. Give the group five minutes to discuss and invent  
 the rules that might increase their harvests on the  
 next round.
2. Swap the players and start again. 
As the facilitator you may want to experiment with 
different rounds and rules. 
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Debrief 
• This is a micro example of a common system that 

exists locally to globally. Let’s start by looking  
at the system…

• Describe this system, what are its characteristics?  
i.e. limited resources, multiple actors, short term 
benefits - over long term sustainability, ends badly  
for everyone.

• ‘The commons’ refers to the shared resource of the 
lake and fish. What do you think the tragedies are? 

• Where else do we see the ‘Tragedy of the Commons’? 
How do we spot them?
• i.e. Carbon emissions, use of agricultural land, 

traffic, coffee consumption.
Note for the facilitator: The “Tragedy of the Commons,” 
occurs when a community consumes a common 
resource too fast for regeneration to occur. In such 
situations, people must choose between restricting 
their own consumption for the good of the community, 
or continuing to consume at a rate that satisfies their 
immediate “self-interest” with dire consequences later.
This activity is a valuable mental model for sustainability 
– This model symbolizes a resource pool (the lake); the 
resource (the fish), the actors (the people fishing), the 
replenishment cycles, with natural resource 
regeneration rates. 
• What behaviours and actions drive the Tragedy  

of the Commons? What influences those behaviours?
• i.e. no communication – either will not or cannot 

talk together, lack of trust that others will make  
the same efforts / care about depletion, market 
competition, short term v long term thinking, etc 

• People are often acting in their own rational 
self-interest – for livelihoods, food, etc. – And wider 
to companies and their business interests. 

• Balance these personal and collective needs. 
• What are some of the lessons we can learn from  

this activity?
• What helped – (e.g. information about the  

system (replenishment).
• How did you respond? What did you do? 
• i.e that we can consume sustainably – the Earth 

can replenish, up to a point. 

• How can some of these ideas help us to preserve  
the commons - that you came up with - be shared 
and actioned? What are the challenges? i.e mindsets, 
rules, relationships and communication, stewardship / 
protection, ownership…

• Are there any creative solutions or rules, that might 
increase ‘playability’ – that might encourage people 
to act more sustainably because it is more  
enjoyable, or benefits them in other ways?

The original paper on the Tragedy of the Commons 
concluded that, “what’s good for all of us, is good for 
each of us”. This seems to be the opposite of some 
economic thinking that striving for what’s best for the 
individual will benefit us all – that what’s good for  
each of us is good for all of us).
Two videos on the ‘Tragedy of the Commons’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxC161GvMPc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYA1y405JW0
(Adapted from: Work that reconnects network)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxC161GvMPc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYA1y405JW0
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Module 4
Planning and delivering  
social action
Learning outcomes 
• Plan and deliver social action.
• Project planning skills.
• Project management skills.

Delivering Module 4 digitally
There are several advantages of working digitally  
which can enhance the quality of social action. Firstly, 
participants have engaged with each other online 
throughout the learning journey, therefore, maintaining 
communication after the workshop is usually quite 
straight forward as it is a continuation of the groups 
existing culture of communication. In face-to-face 
workshops this isn’t the case.
In addition to this there are lots of digital apps and  
tools which support collaborative design, delivery and 
monitoring of social action. Social media tools are 
especially good for building awareness of new initiatives 
and can also be used for advocacy and campaigning.
Increased confidence with online tools can open  
up the possibility for new and surprising social action 
innovations, though it’s also important to remember 
that creating interest and engagement online doesn’t 
always lead to change in the community. Identifying 
when and how to use digital to increase impact and 
when to apply other strategies is vitally important.
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Digital social action projects
Through social action we are not seeking to ‘solve’ 
complex issues, but instead to open conversations, 
build new relationships, try things out and discover 
deeper insights into what works. Even small actions  
can lead to a big change over time. Using digital tools 
opens up new possibilities to test and learn how  
change can happen.
Active Citizens participants who take part in digital 
workshops are free to design and deliver their Social 
Action Projects in a way which feels appropriate and 
effective for the communities in which they’re working. 
In some cases this may mean they choose to use digital 
tools to support delivery, in others they will choose not 
to. Below are some examples of how digital tools have 
been applied to enhance the impact of social action.
Active Citizens have already designed and delivered 
hundreds of online social action projects.

Other digital projects include
• Support groups covering issues like mental health, 

and rare diseases
• Health apps that can be used in low connectivity 

areas 
• Digital literacy classes
• Online social enterprises 
• Initiatives which create livelihood opportunities  

for disabled people
• Research and advocacy campaigns on complex 

social issues
• Online campaigns galvanising support for emergency 

response in times of crisis. 
For more inspiration see Active Citizens Annual  
Report 2020/21 here.

Case study: Providing vital supplies during the pandemic in Pakistan 
In April 2020, news emerged about how Active Citizens from Superior University in Pakistan were 
supporting 30,000 families in rural communities, who didn’t have access to services or information 
during COVID-19. Using a digital platform to locate and connect with families in dire need of support,  
they delivered vital food rations, medical supplies and other basic services. They also partnered  
with a local news channel, to raise awareness of the issue and to encourage people to respond  
by alerting the team to areas where help was most needed. 

© Superior University 

https://active-citizens.britishcouncil.org/sites/default/files/bc_activecitizens_annual_report_artwork_online_low-res.pdf
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4.1 
Problem tree
(40 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Skills in project planning and management –  

problem identification and analysis.
• Skills in project planning and management –  

identify objectives.

Summary
Participants reflect on the problems they will tackle 
through social action. Identifying and mapping the 
causes of the problem before finally reimagining  
the causes as objectives for social action.

Preparation and materials
Decide on the delivery method in advance –  
see options below.

Approach: Digital Together
If participants have a good connection you can create  
a Problem Tree collectively online at the same time  
by using a mix of video call app and a Collaboration app. 
To do this explain the basic concept of Problem Tree 
(see below), choose an issue which the group  
is interested in addressing and then invite participants  
to join a Collaboration app (Padlet or Mural). The 
participants are then invited to post examples of the 
root causes on the app. If you have two  facilitator  
one will focus on ordering the roots, whilst the other 
facilitator simultaneously discusses the root causes  
and their relationships with participants over  
a video call.

Approach: Digital Whenever  
Alternatively, in lower connectivity settings you  
may want to invite participants to follow the below 
instructions to create a Problem Tree in smaller mobile 
chat groups or in break-out rooms. If you are able  
to deliver this activity via video call first model how  
to create a Problem Tree before asking participants  
to do the same.
1. The following provides basic instructions for   
 participants to complete Problem Tree’s either in  
 small groups or individually as a Digital Whenever  
 Task or, alternatively digitally together in  
 break-out rooms.
2. Share the following instruction sheet:

Problem tree instruction sheet:

Dig under the surface of a social issue and you’re  
like to find lots of tangled causes which are feeding  
the issue you want to change. You won’t be able  
to address all these root causes but by using a problem 
tree we can identify where might be a good place  
to start. 

Effects

Problem

Causes
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a) Write a problem at the centre of your paper (ideally  
 flip-chart). An example could be ‘high level of tension  
 and conflict between tribal groups’.
b) On separate small pieces of paper write down the  
 main causes of the problem. These are your primary  
 root causes. Place them below your problem. 
c) On separate pieces of paper write down the causes  
 of each of these primary root causes. Place these  
 secondary causes directly below each of the   
 primary root causes. 
d) You may want to do this a third time by identifying  
 what causes the secondary root causes. You may  
 also want to add branches to your tree to represent  
 the effects of the problem in the community.
e) If you’re working with a group on your problem tree  
 you may want to take a picture and share it with  
 them at this stage, or simply present your findings  
 over a call.
f) Looking at the root causes where do you think you  
 could have an impact? Which root cause are you  
 passionate about changing? Is it realistic? Do you  
 have experience, skills and networks that could help  
 you address the cause?
g) Now re-write the cause you have chosen as an  
 opportunity: i.e. if the problem is gang conflict and  
 the cause is ‘young people have nothing to do in the  
 evenings’, this statement can now be reversed  
 ‘young people are accessing safe and fun activities  
 in the evening’ – a project objective!
Example:

 

3. The facilitator can ask individuals or groups to share  
 their Problem Trees on the mobile chat app, these  
 can then be shared uploaded and shared via a  
 Collaboration app ‘gallery wall’. Alternatively, if  
 participants are working on the same problem and  
 sending the images over the course of a week the  
 facilitator could use the information to create a  
 single large tree representing the root causes and  
 effects. 
4. Share with the group: our problem trees can be  
 turned into objective trees. These will give us  
 objectives for our social action. 

Going deeper
To support participants in going deeper after the initial 
activity one option is to give each participant a different 
role (character) such as a doctor, a student, an 
unemployed young male (see examples of roles  
in the activity Power Walk). 
Participants are then invited to imagine the problem 
from the perspective of their character. They should 
reflect on how their character experiences the issue 
and the three most urgent and important issues 
experienced by their character in relation to the main 
problem. These are then shared and discussed, to 
broaden empathy and understanding about how the 
problem can be perceived differently from different 
perspectives. In a longer term digital whenever 
approach this element can be accompanied by 
community research and interviews with other 
members of the community.

Disease

Young people don’t 
attend school

School is seen  
as unsafe

School building 
falling apart

Teachers don’t  
turn up

Teachers receive  
a very low salary

Lack of hygieneLow literacy

Teachers are  
not qualified

No incentives/
rules to encourage 

qualification

Lack of teacher 
training 

opportunities

Problem
Low Levels of Education
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4.2 
Count to twenty
(15 minutes) 

Learning outcomes
• Tactics for working with uncertainty. 
• Value diversity.

Summary
This activity is about navigating uncertainty when you 
cannot control what will happen (most social issues  
and projects require us to acknowledge and respond  
to uncertainty). It’s also about working with people  
you don’t know. 

Preparation and materials
None

Approach
1. Share with the group we will now explore how to  
 navigate uncertain and unpredictable situations. This  
 is useful because our communities and the issues  
 we are working with are changing all the time. We  
 need to learn how to work with uncertainty.
2. With videos off, invite the group to count to twenty  
 together, one person at a time. Anybody can start  
 with ‘one’, then anyone else is free to say ‘two’, then  
 ‘three’ etc. 
 The difficult part is that nobody knows who will  
 speak next. If two people say the number at the  
 same time the group have to go back to ‘one’.
3. The group will usually find this very difficult. With  
 people regularly speaking over the top of each  
 other. When they do this invite them to go back to  
 number ‘one’. After a few goes the group are invited  
 to reflect on what is happening and why? 
 Note: the group are not allowed to ‘plan’ their way  
 out of the uncertainty for example by nominating  
 who will speak and when (in real life it’s often not  
 possible to plan your way out of uncertain situations  
 like conflict, a global pandemic, a change in political  
 leadership etc.) but they can suggest tactics and  
 attitudes which could help the group.
4. Now run the activity again and see if anything has  
 improved. Hopefully the group will gradually get  
 better. It’s not important for them to reach twenty.  
 Once the group have had a good run, stop and  
 go to the debrief.

Debrief
1. How did it feel doing that activity? 
2. Have you learned any tactics for working with  
 uncertainty?
 Now share that to achieve success when working  
 with uncertainty there are some attitudes and  
 tactics which can help us i.e. 
1. Patience, make space i.e the bigger the gaps  
 between the people speaking the less possibility  
 of a clash. 
2. Value diversity i.e there is less possibility of  
 a clash when the numbers are spoken with  
 a diversity of rhythms, the group should not say  
 1,2,3,4 in a consistent rhythmic pattern, instead  
 sometimes the number should be spoken   
 immediately after the last number and sometimes  
 there should be a large gap. 
3. Use your senses you can’t always plan so sense  
 your way forward…. withholding from thinking and  
 sensing when to speak and when to hold back  
 could help navigate the mess.
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4.3 
World café
(90 minutes) 

Learning outcomes 
• Value different perspectives.
• Ability to support, learn and share through dialogue.
• Approaches to dialogue: listening skills,  

questioning skills.
• Design social action projects.

Summary 
World café is a method for creating deep dialogue 
around shared questions that matter. It can be used  
at different moments in the Active Citizens journey but 
is often powerful as a tool to explore ideas for Social 
Action. Participants move from one conversation to 
another learning and sharing different ideas and 
insights.
A World Cafe should always feel intimate, even when  
it includes large numbers of people. 
Some guiding principles for a successful World Café:
• Create a welcoming space.
• Explore Questions that Matter. 
• Encourage Everyone’s Contribution. 
• Connect Diverse Perspectives. 
• Listen Together for Patterns & Insights. 
• Share Collective Discoveries. 
The World Café format is flexible and adapts to different 
circumstances, including digital delivery. If you are 
using a video call app like Zoom for the digital together 
sessions, and you have a tech host, this should be  
a simple activity to run. 

Preparation 
The facilitator may wish to pre-prepare questions  
for each of the break-out rooms. Alternatively you may 
want to brainstorm the questions with the group in 
advance of the session. Brilliant questions are simple 
and clear, thought provoking, challenge people and 
their assumptions, generate energy, keep people 
focused, continuously open up new ideas and 
possibilities. Here’s some examples: ‘How can we 
effectively support the design and delivery of impactful 
social action projects?’, ‘How can we involve the 
community as partners and leaders of the Social 
Action?’
You may want to prepare which participants will go  
to which break-out rooms for each round in advance. 
Alternatively some video call platforms have the option 
of making all participants ‘co-hosts’. In this instance 
participants have the option of ‘self-organising’ by 
choosing which break-out room they would like  
to visit next.

Approach 
• The questions(s) you use for a World Café 

conversation are critical to its success.
• As facilitator you can either decide on the 

conversation questions/themes or you could invite 
participants to share the questions they would like  
to explore, beforehand; how can we maintain the 
commitment of local volunteers during our Social 
Action Projects? What is the best way to engage the 
local government and other stakeholders in our 
projects etc….

• Assign each breakout space with a question that’s 
important for the group; for example if there are  
4 questions, there should be 4 breakout spaces, or 
‘café tables’. Each break-out space will focus on just 
one question. Over the course of the World Café 
participants will visit at least three of the break-out 
rooms to discuss at least three different questions.

• Before the first round of conversations, you will need 
one person to nominate themselves as a “table host” 
for each of the Break-out rooms. The role of the table 
host is to capture the key points that emerge from 
the conversation (note: they are not facilitating the 
conversation, they are taking notes). The table host 
stays in the break-out room throughout the whole 
World Café session and does not move between 
conversations like the rest of the participants.  
When each new group arrives in the break-out room 
the table host shares a two minute summary of key 
points from the previous group/s before encouraging 
the new group to go further and explore more ideas 
on that subject.
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• Each break-out room should host a minimum of four 
participants. After 20-30 minutes in a break-out room 
participants are invited to move to another break-out 
space – the facilitator can achieve this by either 
re-assigning participants or if the video call app 
allows participants can choose themselves which 
break-out room to visit next. World-café’s usually 
involve at least three rounds. 

By providing opportunities for people to move in 
several rounds of conversation, ideas, questions,  
and themes begin to link and connect. 

Debrief
After at least three rounds of conversation, initiate  
a period of sharing discoveries and insights in a whole 
group conversation. If you are on Zoom, this can be in 
plenary, if you are using an instant messenger platform, 
you could create the café tables on separate WhatsApp 
group chats (video or Audio) and then leave voice notes 
as part of the harvesting process to identify patterns 
and see the possibilities for action emerge. If you want 
to document the process as it develops, you could 
create a number of different Padlets for the hosts to 
capture the conversations on, and then share them  
with the whole group in the debrief or post-session.
After the session you could create a newspaper,  
or storybook with the key insights from the activity,  
or ask participants to leave voice notes that capture 
their top three ‘take-aways’ from the session.
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• The simplest way of designing a digital marketplace 
in contexts with reasonable internet connection, 
would be to assign each group their own breakout 
room, and to invite guests to travel between the 
breakout rooms (they can either self-select breakouts 
to visits, on a video call App, or could be assigned 
rooms and timings by the tech host). The guests 
would arrive, hear the information live, and then  
offer feedback to the each other.

• This option would mean that the opportunity to 
provide feedback between the groups might be  
lost, unless you then follow that up with coming back 
to plenary, and reassigning breakout rooms so that  
SAP groups could share their ideas to each other, 
receiving verbal feedback in those new  
breakout rooms.

Case study: Utilising other digital platforms 
Lyrix Organix, a UK Active Citizens partner ran an  
Active Citiens programme that sat at the intersection  
of the arts and climate justice, championing under-
represented voices to build social action projects.  
The workshop was delivered digitally and showed a 
number of innovative ways of bringing people together 
online. Their digital Social Action Market Place used 
three different platforms to great effect; people met  
on Zoom, designed social action project ideas and then 
shared these via short videos which were uploaded 
onto a Padlet gallery wall. Participants were then asked 
to visit the gallery of videos and provide feedback 
through leaving comments and through responding  
to questions on the survey app: Video Ask.

4.4 
Social action marketplace
(90 minutes) 

Learning outcomes 
• Skills in project planning and management – 

motivation for social action. 
• Skills in project planning and management – 

working effectively in teams. 

Summary 
Either delivered face-to-face or online, this is a dynamic 
activity to support networking, peer-feedback, and 
spark new insights to fuel social action. If you’re not in 
the same physical space, it is harder to recreate that 
traditional market place experience, but with some 
creativity it’s not impossible. 
Like a lot of the activities in the digital annex, once you 
have decided on the platform and the ways that people 
will be communicating with each other, the activity 
often falls into place. During the marketplace, Social 
Action groups are encouraged to share their early ideas 
of their projects and the context in which they work,  
as well as any specific needs/desires they have  
to move towards action. 

Preparation 
It’s important to create the conditions for meaningful 
interaction between participants, as well as new 
audiences or stakeholders who may be coming to the 
Market Place from outside of the workshop. Decisions 
will need to be made about how much of the activity 
can be delivered synchronously (digital together) and 
how much will need to be engaged with remotely.

Approach 
• Introduce the social action marketplace concept to 

the group, sharing with participants that each Social 
Action group will be expected to create a market 
‘stall’ that highlights what stage they are at in their 
project idea. They will also be inviting feedback  
to help them develop the idea.

• The group should think about the following 
information as a minimum: SAP name, location,  
target group, objectives and a few key activities.  
They should think about a list of ‘wants’ which should 
include the specific needs, partnerships, information 
or support the social action group would like from 
other Active Citizens participants (and possibly 
external guests) who are not part of their social 
action group.

• As they prepare this, you will need to decide on  
the format, platform and structure of the sharing, 
including the best way of giving and receiving 
feedback.

http://lyrixorganix.co.uk/
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